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The food-to-go market is in a great place at the moment as highlighted 
by the M&C Allegra Food-to-Go Conference 2015, which took place in mid-
February. At the event, some of the UK’s most influential delegates assembled 
and spoke about the market, how consumers were spending and the trends 
that they expect to see over the coming year. 

The one clear message was that today’s consumer is far more transient and 
as such there is a call for good food and drink options all-day. This food must 
be accessible, fresh, healthy and at a fair price point. If you master all of these 
things then your business will blossom.

Indeed these trends are things that we see throughout the industry and as such 
we speak to the industry experts on a regular basis. 

So, to the issue in hand, as well as a round-up of all the latest news we also 
have columns from our regular contributors and an exclusive interview with new 
hungryhouse CEO, Alice Mrongovius.

In this month’s features we look at the trend of gourmet burgers and how the 
industry is changing. We look at flavour combinations, meat and vegetarian 
burgers, toppings and bread to give you a full insight to one of the nation’s 
favourite food-to-go items. 

Our sauces and seasonings feature highlights the choices available and benefits 
of adding them to your menu. Products in this sector are a great way to add 
value and offer businesses the chance to change their menu for very little 
additional cost.

Our final feature this month looks at how to avoid fire hazards in your business. 
We team up with some of the leading experts to find out about fire prevention 
and the check you need to make to safeguard your business.

We also speak to the owners of Pho&Bun, a Vietnamese restaurant that started 
life as a street food vendor but has taken London by storm.

At the rear of the magazine we have our services section which includes legal 
and accountancy advice as well as a look at what’s new, properties for sale and 
some wise words from the team at the Food Standards Agency.

As always, until next time.
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Burger giant announces shake up to take on rivals.

mcdonald’s to roll out table service after 
successful trial

tesco close food-to-
go stores as they 
abandon foray into 
sandwich market
Tesco’s one of the largest and 
most recognisable brands in the 
UK has forced a hasty retreat 
from the food-to-go market after 
admitting that customers were 
simply not interested. 

The supermarket giant has announced 
the closure of both its ‘Food-to-go’ stores in 
London, which were originally designed to 
attract busy commuters 

The supermarket first opened a small 
store on Philpot Lane, within walking 
distance from the City’s Walkie Talkie 
skyscraper, in September 2014 with much 
fanfare.

It followed it up with a smaller store 
on Villiers Lane, near Charing Cross train 
station, last March.

The store was also designed to be “more 
upmarket” and attempted to copy Pret’s 
café culture with “exposed brick and softer 
lighting”, the supermarket said at the time.

Speaking about the development a 
spokesman told Telegraph reporters: “We’re 
always looking for opportunities to improve 
our convenience offering in London which 
is why we trialled two food to go concept 
stores.

“As part of the trial, our customers told 
us they prefer the wider range of products 
offered in our Express and Metro stores.”

“Closing these stores was a difficult 
decision and we will of course do everything 
we can to find alternative roles within Tesco 
for colleagues affected by this decision.”

Tesco said that it would be consulting 
with the 22 staff employed at the branches 
to find them alternative roles within the 
business, when the sites close their doors 
on 4 March.

The British sandwich market is worth 
£4.4bn as more people buy their lunch, 
rather than making it at home.

The fast food chain will roll out table 
service at 400 revamped restaurants before 
the end of 2016 after a successful trial last 
year. The brand will also double the number 
of locations selling a new range of premium 
burgers, called the signature collection.

The initiatives are designed to modernise 
McDonald’s restaurants and attract more 
families. The company has faced much 
scrutiny over the last few months and 
is facing growing competition from gourmet 
burger brands such as Five Guys and Shake 
Shack. Those at the head of the business are 
also wary of Mexican chains such as Chipotle 
and long-standing rivals Burger King and 
KFC.

Speaking about the developments, Paul 
Pomroy, chief executive of McDonald’s UK, is 
thought to be pleased with the performance 
of its restaurants in Britain, saying: “Together 
with our franchisees we have delivered 
another strong year of growth, fuelled by a 
relentless focus on our customers’ evolving 
expectations and tastes.

“Investing in our customer experience is 
paramount. It’s important that we continue 
to listen to the 3.7 million people who 
visit us every day and respond with even 
more reasons for them to come to our 
restaurants. 

“In 2016 we will continue to focus on 
providing great value and variety, as well 
as invest in our restaurants, our people 
and our menu, to ensure customers enjoy 
a great experience every time they visit us.

“We opened 26 new restaurants last 
year and the rollout of our reimaging 
programme is transforming the way we 
serve customers, and has been a key 
growth driver.

“To date, over 300 restaurants have 
been refurbished and we expect a further 
350 to be completed and reopened for 
customers by the end of the year – an 
average of one every day.”

McDonald’s first opened in the UK 
in 1974 and now has more than 1,250 
restaurants.
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In June 2015 respondents to the same 
YouGov/Horizons survey showed a year-on-
year decline of two percentage points in eating 
out, with 69% of respondents saying they 
had done so in the previous two weeks of the 
survey, compared with 71% in June 2014.

According to Horizons’ latest Eating Out-
Look, conducted online by YouGov, nearly 
three-quarters of respondents (72%) to the 
survey said they had eaten out in the previous 
two weeks, a rise of one percentage point on 
the same period last year when 71% of people 
had done so.

The frequency that respondents were eating 
out over the two-week period was also up, 
from 1.94 times in December 2014 to 2.04 
times in December 2015.

Liz Land, Horizons’ analyst, said: “The 
number of respondents eating out has risen 
marginally, but the frequency figure shows that 
people who do dine out are doing so more 
often, spending less when they do – even over 

the festive period.
“This is unusual as typically people spend 

more money eating out over Christmas than 
at other times of the year. With snacking and 
lunching mentioned by more respondents, 
it seems that spend is being spread over a 
greater number of dining out occasions.”

This year for the first time special occasion 
was not mentioned by respondents as being 
the most common reason for eating out (27%), 
with the most frequently mentioned reason 
being meeting friends (30%), convenience 
(28%), and simply because they didn’t want to 
cook (22%).

Of the 27% of respondents who said they 
had not eaten out over the period, many (29%) 
cited their reason as being they were at home 
with family and friends, as well as expense 
being a common factor (27%), Another 9% 
said they hadn’t eaten out because they 
believed they could eat better and more 
healthily at home.

The latest findings suggests that the sector is now back into a period of 
gradual growth following a stall in its recovery last summer, according 
to Horizons.

Survey finds climb in number of people 
eating out as market returns to growth 
period

The business features a comprehensive 
range of salads, all made from fresh and 
organic ingredients, in addition to a range of 
health drinks, cakes and snacks.

David Bez, founder of SaladPride, said: “As 
soon as I saw Neal’s Yard, I knew this was 
the ideal location for SaladPride.

“Starting with a very big player like 
Shaftesbury has been an incredible 
experience and I’m so glad that I’m able to 
realise my dream of opening my first café in 
central London. There is a true affinity with 
Seven Dials. 

“In addition the location is perfectly 
positioned to capture a fantastic lunchtime 

market from tourists, offices and local 
community.”

Founded in 2010, SaladPride began life 
as a daily food blog written by David Bez 
when he was working as a graphic designer. 
Salads range from £5-8 depending on size 
and whether you eat-in or takeaway.

news round-up

new dining concept 
saladPride will open 
its first standalone 
café 
The new café, which has 12 covers 
will open just off Covent Garden 
and is the next step in the brand’s 
growth.

Food-to-go workers to 
receive pay boost
Motorway service operator 
Welcome break has announced 
that it will pay the National 
Living Wage to all of its 
employees across the UK from 
1st April 2016.

The National Living Wage will be 
the minimum starting rate for all of the 
company’s 5,000 employees across its 
27 sites, irrespective of age. Presently, 
42% of its workforce (2,095 employees) is 
aged under 25.

The operator, founded in 1959, 
attracts 85 million motorway customers 
annually, with chains including Subway, 
Starbucks, Tossed, Burger King and Harry 
Ramsden’s.

Discussing the pay reforms, Rod 
McKie, CEO of Welcome Break, said: 
“We are dedicated to offering dependable 
jobs to the very best people available, 
and pride ourselves on ensuring Welcome 
Break is a great place to work.

“If you want to attract the best people 
you need to reward them accordingly, and 
as such we’ve made the decision to give 
all of our employees, regardless of age, 
the National Living Wage.

“This is alongside the excellent career 
development opportunities with our world 
class brand partners and a host of other 
benefits, all our employees receive.”

Welcome Break will spend an additional 
£4 million to ensure it attracts the best 
recruits and some employees will see an 
increase of 33% on their current wage.
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The FTSE 250 company has announced the 
purchase the Spanish and Italian food-delivery 
businesses of German start-up incubator 
Rocket Internet, as well as the Brazilian 
and Mexican divisions of foodpanda. The 
transactions in Italy, Brazil and Mexico will 
were completed at the tail-end of last week 
and the acquisition of the Spanish company 
should be completed by the second quarter of 
the year pending regulatory approval.
The four businesses will be a welcome 
addition to the Just Eat portfolio and between 
them have seen a combined 83 per cent rise 
over the last year. These increases and the 
profits generated are expected to boost Just 
Eat’s underlying earnings by at least £10m a 
year by 2018. 
Discussing the deal was Just Eat’s, chief 
executive, David Buttress, who said: “This 
transaction reflects our ambition to make 
strategic, value-enhancing acquisitions. Just 
Eat has enhanced its market-leading positions 
in geographies that we understand and 
where our existing businesses are performing 
strongly.”
Shares in Just Eat, which have crashed 
this year amid concerns that rivals such as 
Deliveroo are eating into its market but have 
bounced back by 5.39% to 379.40p following 
the announcement. 
Nick Batram, leisure analyst at the broker Peel 
Hunt, said that the acquisitions “make sense”. 
“On the face of it, the price looks full and there 

Just eat expand in europe with £96m buyout
Online ordering business continues to grow with takeover of four European businesses.

is a question as to whether Just Eat might just 
have left the businesses to fail.
“However, we see the deals as positive, with 
Just Eat taking control of its own destiny. And 
ultimately, if £10m earnings are delivered, then 
the price is reasonable.”
Just Eat, which had 6.9 million active users 
at the end of June and order growth of about 

Mom’s Fabulous Foods’ turnover is in 
excess of £2m and its hot dog ranges are 
supplied to stadiums, travel hubs, pub groups 
and fast food outlets across the country 
making the deal a significant investment.

The new deal is seen as something of a 
win-win situation with Peter’s Foodservice 
expanding their food-to-go offering while 
giving the Mom’s brand access to their 
extensive customer base.

The foodservice brand will give Mom’s the 
access to contact businesses across retail, 
foodservice, and fast food outlets via their ten 
sales depots across the UK.

Discussing the takeover with reporters, 
Mom’s Fabulous Foods Founder and 
Managing Director Nick Pagett said: “Having 
worked with Peter’s for several years and 
seeing the growth of Mom’s within Peter’s, I 

am delighted to have reached this agreement 
which will be a catalyst to further growth. 

“Like Peter’s, product quality, innovation 
and service are at the heart of our success, 
so this deal seemed like the right move for all 
concerned, in particular our consumers, who 
will now enjoy even more opportunities to 
taste our fabulous hot dogs.”

Peter’s Foodservice Finance Director David 
Peek also spoke about the deal and added: 
“We are delighted to reach this agreement and 
further expand our product offering, especially 
in the fast growing food-to-go sector.

“Nick Pagett has developed a very 
successful business over the last three years 
and we have been extremely impressed with 
both the product quality and service level he 
and his team maintain. We are very excited 
to create further opportunities together after 

completing the acquisition.”
Caerphilly company Peter’s is best known 

for its ranges of savoury pastries, which it 
sells through both the retail and foodservice 
channels.

 
Welsh company Peter’s Foodservice has acquired Surrey-based 
gourmet hot dog business Mom’s Fabulous Foods for an undisclosed 
amount.

Peter’s Foodservice buy food-to-go business, mom’s Fabulous Foods

50 percent, was already number one in Spain, 
Mexico and Brazil, and was vying for the top 
spot in Italy, he said. 
The deal follows a period of continuous 
investment with Just Eat still celebrating their 
£445m takeover of Australia’s Menulog last 
year.
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harry ramsden’s invest in 
Blackpool with new restaurant at 
tower complex
A partnership between Blackpool Council and Harry 
Ramsden’s will see the development of a new £2.4m 
restaurant at the Blackpool Tower site this summer.

Leading QSR chain,  Harry Ramsden’s will open their new site in 
the space previously occupied by the Tower Lounge bar, and will be 
complemented by a further location within the Tower complex. Those 
at the head of the famous brand will invest £2.0m into the venture with 
the council contributing the extra £0.4m towards building works.

Discussing the deal was Joe Teixeira, CEO of Harry Ramsden’s who 
said; “With the town continuing to attract record numbers of visitors, 
we believe the time is right to further invest in Blackpool.

“We are delighted that, as a result of this decision, not only are 
jobs being secured but new jobs are being created. We are especially 
pleased that so many of the people currently working on the project are 
locally based, this in itself gives an immediate boost to the Blackpool 
economy.

 “Having served the generations for over 85 years at Harry 
Ramsden’s, we pride ourselves on being a family brand.

“Within Blackpool Tower, as well as memorable visit to a world class 
attraction, we aim to create an equally memorable dining experience 
for local and visiting families, in surroundings which the local 
community can be extremely proud.”

In a move which has also delighted the council and is expected to 
boost visitor numbers, Cllr Mark Smith, Cabinet Member for Business 
and Economic Development said “We are delighted to be able to 
finally announce details of this important development. The private 
investment being made in Blackpool’s most prominent public asset and 
the jobs it creates is yet another demonstration of the steps the town 
has taken in creating a vibrant economy.

“This is a clear message to potential developers – Blackpool is the 
town to invest in.”

The new Harry Ramsden’s menu will offer a greatly enhanced 
selection of options and the development will include state of the art 
IT and social media installations. Rebranded as the Northern Flagship 
of the world famous chain, the restaurant will create 100 new jobs, in 
addition to safeguarding 30 existing jobs in the town.

sourced market 
smash crowdfunding 
target with time 
remaining
Sourced Market, the all-day 
dining offer, has exceeded 
its crowdfunding target of 
£750,000 with four days left on 
its pitch.

The brand launched the pitch on 
CrowdCube, which offered an interest 
rate of 8%, to fund its expansion with the 
aim of opening a second site at 12-15 
Marylebone Lane, due to open in March 
2016.

In the event that Sourced Market raises 
its maximum target of £1.5 million, the 
funds will be used to open a further two 
sites, including a site at the new Nova 
Victoria development.

Sourced Market is currently open in 
St Pancras Station and achieved sales 
of £2.9m for the 2015 financial year, with 
a gross profit margin of £1.5m and net 
earnings of £208,000.

Sourced Market focuses on an all-day 
offer, comprising of breakfast, lunch and 
dinner options, as well as a retail offering. 
It views the likes of Pret, EAT and Benugo 
as its competition in the breakfast, lunch 
and coffee markets and Bill’s, Le Pain 
Quotidien and Carluccio’s as its casual 
dining competitors.

The brand was founded by Ben 
O’Brien and Dan O’Neill in 2007, taking 
the market around festivals and events 
around the UK, from village fetes to the 
Olympic Games.
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New research from Mintel finds that 
following consumer demand, the number of 
pizzas launched globally with a gluten-free 
claim soared 58% between 2012 and 2015. 

The study also found that the number of 
pizza launches containing rice flour as an 
alternative ingredient to wheat increased 
from 78% to 90% between 2014 and 2015. 
Aside from these two ingredient based 
changes there was also strong evidence 
that the innovation in the industry was 
coming from France and not the US or 
Italy where the dishes are most heavily 
represented.

The rise in gluten-free pizza launches 
comes as a result of the growing demand 
for wheat alternatives, and not just in the 
UK. Indeed one third (32%) of French, 28% 
of Polish and 22% of German consumers 
say they would like to see a wider variety 
of gluten-free pizza. In Italy this number 
increases to a staggering 44%, while over 
half (51%) of Spanish consumers say they 
want more gluten-free pizza options.

Discussing the findings, Alex Beckett, 
Global Food and Drink Analyst at Mintel, 
says: “With gluten-free having become 
something of a lifestyle choice in Western 
countries, especially among younger 
generations, it is no surprise that a growing 
base of consumers are buying into 
gluten-free pizza. However, as pizza is an 
inherently indulgent food, manufacturers 
need to magnify the quality appeal of their 
wheat-free pizzas and convince consumers 
that the taste and texture of wheat-free 
alternatives is akin to regular pizza.”

Mintel research indicates that innovation 
in lactose-free claims could be the next 

Mintel report finds that gluten-free pizza 
sales grow 58% and market innovation 
comes from France
A change in awareness and a perceived idea that gluten-free means 
healthier has seen the number of pizzas using GF ingredients rocket over 
the last few years.

step for pizza launches. Almost half (47%) 
of consumers in Spain say they’d like to 
see a wider variety of dairy-free pizzas, 
followed by 39% of consumers in Italy, 
31% in Poland, 30% in France and 20% in 
Germany.”

While there is certainly a lot of activity 
going on in the global pizza market right 
now, what’s surprising is that even though 
the US has held the crown as the most 
innovative pizza market for years, France 
now leads the way in retail pizza launch 
activity. Indeed, Mintel research reveals 
that France is responsible for the largest 
slice of pizza product innovation in 2015, 
accounting for 11% of all new pizza 
launches, up from 9% in 2011. 

Europe might hold the largest number 
of pizza launches, but it is the Asia-Pacific 
region which is the fastest growing market 
for pizza innovation. The Asia-Pacific region 
accounted for 11% of innovation in 2015, 
almost doubling since 2011 when this 
number stood at 6%. 

Commenting on this Alex added: 
“Increasing urbanization in developing 
markets is driving ownership of microwaves 
ovens – and with it the consumption of 
microwavable pizza. It is noticeable that 
many of the retail pizzas which have 
launched in Asia-Pacific in 2015 have 
sought to appeal to the specific tastes and 
needs of the country’s consumers. As such, 
a number of Asian-based manufacturers 
offer toppings with a local flavour twist as 
part of their ranges, as demonstrated by 
a number of tom yum-flavoured sauces in 
Singaporean pizza launches in 2015, and 
roti bases emerging in Thailand.” 

mcdonald’s Big mac 
sauce raises over 
£65k for charity

In a surprise move the UK arm of the 
burger business have followed in the 
footsteps of the Australian part of the 
company and took to Ebay in a bid to 
raise money for charity.

According to the post on the online 
auction site, McDonald’s was giving those 
bidding the chance to get their hands on 
the world famous Big Mac Sauce!

The post read: “To celebrate the launch 
of The Bacon Clubhouse, McDonald’s 
has teamed up with Ronald McDonald 
House Charities to give you the chance to 
bid for the very same burger sauce that’s 
in The Bacon Clubhouse and Big Mac! 
100% of the winning bid will go to Ronald 
McDonald House Charities.

“The 740ml bottle of Big Mac Sauce 
even comes with its very own ‘sauce 
dispenser,’ so you can fill your buns just 
like they do in the restaurant! This is the 
only bottle of Big Mac Sauce that’s ever 
been available to the public in the UK and 
isn’t available for sale anywhere else in 
the country.”

In total there were 232 bids on the item 
and as the hammer fell on the lot a quite 
astonishing £65,900 was raised.

This isn’t the first time Ronald 
McDonald has made his special sauce 
available in a bottle. Last year, the chain 
in Australia sold a number of limited 
edition bottles on eBay, some of which 
went for as much as $18,000.

It is one of the best kept secrets 
in the food service industry, but 
the signature Big Mac Sauce 
offered by McDonalds has hit 
the headlines this week after a 
single bottle raised £65,900 for 
charity.
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research suggests public blame tv 
advertising for rise in ‘junk food’ sales
Three quarters of the UK public back a ban on junk food advertising 
before the 9pm TV watershed, while one in two support a tax on sugary 
drinks, according to research by 
Cancer Research.

The survey, carried out by YouGov to 
highlight the growing problem of childhood 
obesity, reveals that 69% of people support 
reducing junk food advertising online and 
66% support cutting price promotions on 
junk food.

Alison Cox, director of cancer prevention 
at Cancer Research UK, said: “Junk food 
is everywhere. Children are bombarded 
by advertising tailored to tempt them with 
pretty colours and cartoons which all 
influence the food they prefer.  At a time 
when junk food is cheap and packed with 
extra calories, we need stronger action to 
help prevent children from choosing these 
foods.

“We want the Government to ban 
junk food adverts on TV before the 9pm 
watershed, put a tax on sugary drinks and 
enforce targets for reducing the amount of 
fat and sugar in food.

“Reducing obesity rates could save the 
NHS billions of pounds.  And, ultimately, 
we owe it to future generations to reduce 
preventable disease caused by being 
overweight and obese.”

Almost six in 10 underestimated the 
proportion of overweight or obese adults in 
the UK according to the survey, while 82% 
think childhood obesity is now a problem.

Being overweight and obese is a major 
cause of preventable illness and death in 
the UK, including cancer, type two diabetes, 
heart disease and stroke.

More than one in five children are 
overweight or obese when they enter 
primary school, and, alarmingly, this 
increases to one in three in year 6.

Dr Julie Sharp, head of health information 
at Cancer Research UK, said: “To give 
children the best chance of a healthy future, 
we need to make sure there are plenty of 
healthy options available to them.  But this 
is difficult when they’re exposed to lots of 
cheap junk food.

“Obese children are more likely to be 
obese as adults, which in turn increases 
their risk of developing cancer in later life, 
along with many other health problems. 

So it’s important that young people are 
encouraged to eat healthily and keep active 
and that healthy choices are easy to make.”

Obesity is the biggest preventable cause of 
cancer after smoking and is linked to up to 10 
different types including breast, bowel, and 
pancreatic cancer.

iced beverages 
showing strong 
growth in food-to-go 
market

Estimated at £265 million, the UK 
iced beverage market continues to 
grow, accounting for a 3.3% share 
of the total UK coffee shop market 
turnover according to Project Iced 
2016 UK, the latest report from 
Allegra World Coffee Portal.

With 8% sales growth YOY, the iced 
beverage category is an important 
sales driver for the coffee shop market. 
However, keeping the same rate of growth 
proves increasingly difficult with seasonal 
volatility.

Despite the 30%+ growth seen in 2014, 
poor weather in 2015 led to single digit 
decline for a few operators, impacting 
the strong growth seen in previous years. 
Nevertheless, the introduction of iced 
beverages by food-focused and non-
specialist coffee shops, together with a 
wider menu range, has contributed to the 
measured growth observed.

news round-up
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Wing Yip, commissioned the Oriental Food 
Report, to look at some of the latest trends 
and patterns in consumer behaviour.

With the help of Populus, Horizons and 
CGA Peach and through an online survey 
of more than 3,000 consumers the research 
found that 94% of people have eaten 
Chinese food at home as a takeaway or 
in a restaurant, followed by Thai 56% and 
Japanese 35%. 

However, Japanese was considered to be 
the rising star growing with the rise in sushi 
sales after the dish appealed to all markets.

Latest data from Horizons backs the 
research, highlighting that the number of Pan 
Asian dishes listed by branded restaurants 
has also grown by 9% over the last three 
years. The top five most popular oriental 
dishes are sweet and sour chicken at number 
one, followed by Thai green curry, chicken 
chow mein, sushi and crispy duck.

The research also showed that restaurants, 
particularly new openings in and around 
London, are driving consumption with 70%-
80% of those eating oriental cuisine, other 
than Chinese, eat it in restaurants, while 
younger consumers in London were eating 
more Korean, Vietnamese and Japanese food 
– 32%, 26% and 21% respectively.

Brian Yip, managing director of Wing Yip 
UK Trading, explained: “We started out nearly 

50 years ago supplying genuine Chinese 
ingredients and produce to the restaurant 
trade, but now through our supermarkets and 
online store customers are buying an ever-
expanding range of oriental food products 
from across South East Asia.

“This report highlights that consumers 
are becoming far more adventurous in their 
tastes and with the number of pan Asian 
restaurants growing, including some exciting 
new concepts, the future looks bright for the 
sector.”

Wing Yip currently has four superstores 
in Birmingham, Croydon, Cricklewood and 
Manchester.

In a recent press visit, the team here at 
QuickBite were taken around the Birmingham 
branch which stocks over 4,500 products 
from across South East Asia.

Research published by leading 
oriental food supplier and 
supermarkets, Wing Yip, coincides 
with the start of Chinese New Year 
and finds that Pan Asian is fastest 
growing segment.

Pan Asian restaurants are driving growth 
of oriental food in the uK according to a 
new report

Pizza Hut up for sale following rebrand
The Private equity owner of Pizza Hut has put the restaurant chain up for 
sale and are said to be looking for £150m after hiring advisers at PwC to 
find a buyer.

Rutland Partners bought Pizza Hut’s UK 
franchise business from US firm Yum! brands 
in 2012 and set out on a £60m revamp of its 
285-plus outlets to boost trading.

So far it looks as though the investment has 
paid off, with like-for-like sales up 6.2 per cent 
and an overall sales uplift of between 10 and 
40 per cent at stores that have been given a 
makeover.

 Rutland Partners paid a nominal sum of 

£1 to acquire the chain four years ago, after 
struggling under previous owner Yum! Brands, 
and has since invested heavily in refurbishing 
existing sites and transforming the brand into 
a more adult friendly concept.

The sale of Pizza Hut, which has around 
350 sites in the UK, could fetch around 
£150m, but would not include Pizza Hut’s 
delivery arm which is still owned by Yum! 
Brands.

Boris Johnson 
expresses concern 
over number of 
fast-food sites near 
schools
In some parts of London there 
are up to 40 fast food takeaways 
within half a mile of schools, 
according to the latest Mayor of 
London campaign.

Some takeaways in London are offering 
school children portions of chips that 
contain 1865 calories, equating to 93% of 
daily recommended intake and up to 69g of 
fat, the entire recommended amount of fat 
to be consumed in a day.

The Mayor of London, Boris Johnson has 
now set up a new initiative that encourages 
takeaways to sell healthier food.

He said: “It is terrible that as a city, and 
indeed as a nation, we are getting fatter. 
Throughout my mayoralty I’ve invested in 
grassroots sports and food programmes 
to get Londoners healthier and fitter, but 
we still need to do more to tackle our 
expanding waistlines.

“Life in a busy city means that we 
inevitably enjoy fast food, whilst takeaway 
businesses make a great contribution to 
local economies and this scheme ensures 
takeaway food can be a healthier option.”

Rosie Boycott, chair of the London Food 
Board, added: “I would like to see even 
more changes to how takeaways operate. 
In some parts of the capital there are up to 
40 fast food takeaways within half a mile of 
schools and many of them entice children 
by cutting their prices at school leaving 
time. Sadly, we can do nothing to stop that 
and at the moment all action is voluntary, 
but this must change in the future.”

Since 2012, Johnson has supported the 
Environmental Health and Public Health 
teams to deliver the Healthier Catering 
Commitment for London and has seen 500 
restaurants in 22 boroughs sign up.
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Roast at London’s Borough 
Market has now joined the awards 
as a national sponsor and pie 
connoisseurs are now in with a 
chance of their winning pie being 
featured on the restaurant’s menu.

British Pie Awards 
2016 set for record 
entries

They will join over 20 other sponsors 
supporting the event, which for the first 
time will be held during British Pie Week 
(9-13 March 2016) in Melton Mowbray, the 
famous home of the Pork Pie.

Discussing the event and sponsorship 
was Stuart Cauldwell, British Pie Award 
judge and head chef at Roast, he told 
reporters: “Working with the British Pie 
Awards is such a perfect-fit for us as the 
event celebrates one of Britain’s most 
traditional and popular dishes. I’m looking 

forward to finding a pie suitable for our 
menu, whether that be hot, cold, sweet or 
savoury.”

The awards feature 20 classes for pie 
producers to enter including this year’s 
Speciality Class which allows creatives 
to bake a pie ‘fit for The Queen’s 90th 
birthday.

According to organiser, Sarah Clothier 

greggs continue expansion into 
northern ireland with big growth plans

in her latest update, the 2016 event looks 
likely to be a record year, at present there 
have been 125 entries and by the closing 
date the judges are expected to be faced 
with over 900 pies to taste.

Judging takes place on Wednesday 9th 
March with the Awards announced at a 
luncheon on Friday 11th March 2016. 
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Research by guest experience management experts  
HospitalityGEM has revealed that 60% of diners feel independent 
restaurants and cafes are the most effective at making guests feel 
welcome, with chain restaurants some way behind at 13%. 

The results suggest that the role of a 
singular host in every site may be outdated, 
with only 11% stating that this was a 
necessity. 87% of diners highlight that it is 
either not necessary or that it is dependent 
on the type of site; suggesting that 
hosting should be viewed as a team-wide 
responsibility.

‘Ongoing and appropriate engagement’ 
is reinforced by the 69% of diners who 
prefer to speak to the person who has 
actually served them in the event of an 
issue, rather than a manager or team leader. 
This figure rises to 73% with those aged 
36-45. However, a difference in preference is 
highlighted with those aged over 65, a third 
of whom would rather speak directly to a 
manager if an issue arose.

Steven Pike, managing director of 
HospitalityGEM, commented: “These results 
are reflective of the trend towards less 
formal situations for eating out, particularly 

among younger generations, but they also 
highlight the importance of really effective 
teamwork and attentiveness throughout a 
guest’s experience. 

This means recruiting people with 
the ability to interact well with their 
colleagues as well as with diners. 
But it also requires a very clear set of 
operational processes so that the service 
appears fluid.

When considering key touchpoints in a 
restaurant experience, diners rated them 
in the following order in terms of which 
contribute most to making them feel 
welcome and looked after.

1. Meeting and greeting
2. Check backs 
3. Efficient provision of bill and 

processing   
       of payment

4. Offer of second drinks
5. Communication on departure

independents top public poll in terms of 
customer service leaving large restaurant 
chains lagging behind.

mixed results for large 
Qsr chains on animal 
welfare policies
The global Business Benchmark on 
Farm Animal Welfare (BBFAW) has 
found that 69% of companies now 
have published farm animal welfare 
policies compared to 46% in 2012.

The report, finds that the restaurant and 
bar sector has improved its average score 
by 8%, but still lags behind the retail and 
manufacturing sectors.

Companies such as Burger King, Domino’s, 
Greggs, JD Wetherspoon, McDonald’s, 
Subway and Starbucks scored 29% on 
average. Contract catering companies, such 
as Compass, Elior and SSP scored just 17% 
on average.

The Business Benchmark notes Greggs as 
a significant improver, moving its rating from 
Tier 5 to Tier 3. Mitchells & Butlers (Tier 4) and 
Whitbread (Tier 3) are also highlighted as key 
movers. Noble Foods reached the top tier, 
whilst McDonald’s and Unilever retained their 
place in Tier 2.

BBFAW executive director, Nicky Amos, 
said: “The results show that it is realistic for 
companies across the world and in all sub-
sectors; retailers, wholesalers, restaurants, 
bars and producers to aspire to and achieve 
high scores in the Benchmark and to 
recognise the responsibility they hold for the 
welfare of animals in their supply chains.”

However, some groups displayed no 
evidence of farm animal welfare on its 
business agenda and fell to Tier 6, these 
included the SSP Group, Domino’s Pizza 
Group and Burger King.

The Business Benchmark on Farm Animal 
Welfare provides an annual review of how 90 
of the world’s leading food companies are 
managing and reporting their animal welfare 
policies and practices. 

Sales were also up 5.2% on the previous 
year, following recent openings at Grand 
Central Birmingham and Royal Victoria 
Place Tunbridge Wells.

The company has also secured a further 
two sites, at Intu Watford and Liverpool 
ONE, which will take its portfolio to the 
30-store milestone.

Chris Sullivan, CEO of Fuel Juice Bars, 
said: “To grow our store numbers from 
eleven to thirty in three years is a real 
success story. To maintain like for like 
sales growth for a fourth consecutive 
year, at the same time, is a truly 
outstanding achievement for all those 
involved in Fuel Juice Bars.

“We continue to expand our presence 
throughout the UK, trading in all the 
major cities such as London, Glasgow, 
Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham, Cardiff 
and Liverpool. We are also becoming 
a major force in provincial shopping 
centres. Operating from Inverness to 

Fuel Juice Bars has reported a 5.5% increase in like-for-like sales 
during the first quarter ending.

Big sales increases for Fuel Juice Bars as consumers ‘go 
healthy’ 

Plymouth and all points between, we are 
now a truly national brand”

Fuel Juice Bars was founded in 2005 
by Jamie Weston and opened its first site 
in Reading. The company largely trades in 
shopping centres across England, Scotland 
and Wales.
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According to new research from Callebaut, 
offering these new services and products as 
well as targeting millennials can increase sales 
and profits in the market.
Convenience is still the main driver across 
all demographics (44%), over three quarters 
of millennials pick up food on the go at least 
once a week, with 50% choosing a sweet 
option.
65% of millennials said they would take a 
dessert away with them from a restaurant to 
eat later if this service was offered.
Discussing the findings, Robert Harrison, 
sales director at Callebaut, said: “The food-to-
go market is a huge opportunity for operators 
and one that is essential to get right – it 
comprises a quarter of all eating out spend 
out-of-home and is growing at a rate of +5%.
“The important thing to remember here is that 
it’s not only traditional ‘on-the-go’ operators 
that can take advantage of this opportunity – 
dine-in restaurants can also develop desserts 
that will look and taste as good later on 
as when they were first purchased, and in 
packaging that allows them to be portable.
“And while millennials are key, it’s not only 
that group who favour this approach. In fact, 
51% of consumers said they would be more 
likely to order a dessert if a to-go option 

sweet treats boost sales in food-to-go market according to 
research
The sales of handmade chocolate snacks and introducing buy now, eat later formats are just two of the 
secrets to tapping into the food on the go market.

was available, creating a need for caterers to 
rethink their dessert offering and promote it 
effectively.”
The research also highlights chocolate as a 

The milestone “demonstrates phenomenal 
growth” since Whitbread’s £59.5m acquisition 
of Coffee Nation in March 2011. After 
extensive re-branding and technological 
developments, Costa Express has grown at an 
average of 70 new self-serve machines every 
month and been able to export the intelligent 
self-serve coffee concept to international 
markets such as The Netherlands and 
Denmark, which were previously untapped by 
the Costa Coffee brand.

The strength of the Costa brand combined 
with the convenience of the self-serve format 
has proven successful, with the machines 
accessed in a variety of locations including 
airports, leisure clubs, train stations and 
primarily forecourts and convenience stores.

Costa Express has over 4,540 self-

serve units in the UK and more than 440 in 
international trial markets.

Costa Express managing director Murray 
McGowan said: “Costa Express has enjoyed 
tremendous growth from 877 machines 
in 2011 to 5,000 today. We have always 
been confident that combining our superior 
technology with the same quality coffee and 
fresh milk found on the high street through 
Costa, the nation’s favourite coffee shop, we 
would be able to deliver an unbeatable coffee 
experience to on-the-go customers.

“This milestone 5,000th install proves 
the consumer demand we’re delighted by 
the results from multiple international pilots 
that demonstrate the appeal of the brand 
in overseas markets away from the mother-
brand, showcasing the potential for growth.”

Costa Express – the UK on-the-go coffee brand and part of Costa 
Coffee – has installed its 5,000th self-serve coffee bar, putting it on track 
to achieve its target of 8,000 machines in operation by 2020.

costa install 5000th self-serve unit as demand for quick service grows

key driver in purchasing snacks on the go 
(58%) even when it comes to healthy eating 
as consumers still crave a sweet treat. 
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British Safety Council launch new qualifications

New regulated food safety qualifications 
that enable workers, supervisors and 
managers in the catering, food retail and food 
manufacturing sectors to learn how they can 
ensure excellent food safety standards have 
been launched by the British Safety Council. 

The Level 2 Awards in Food Safety in 
Catering, Retail and Manufacturing enable 
staff in workplaces such as restaurants, bars, 
takeaways, shops and food preparation and 
manufacturing sites to learn how to take 
responsibility for food safety and keep the 
workplace clean and hygienic, in order that 
customers do not become ill from the food 
they purchase and consume.

The Level 3 Awards in Supervising Food 
Safety in Catering, Retail and Manufacturing 
provide supervisors and managers in the 
same types of premises with an essential 
understanding of how to implement and 
monitor good food safety and hygiene 
practices and ensure the business complies 
with food safety law.

The six qualifications are designed to be 
delivered by both large and small employers in 

the catering, retail and manufacturing sectors, 
independent training providers, schools, 
colleges and prisons, using learning materials 
provided by the British Safety Council. 
The Level 2 qualifications are designed to 
be delivered in one day and the Level 3 
qualifications in three days. The learners’ 
knowledge and understanding is then 
assessed by multiple choice examination.

Marianne Phillips, the British Safety 
Council’s Products and Services Director, said: 
“With an estimated one million cases of food 
poisoning in the UK annually*, it is crucial that 
anyone producing, handling or selling food 
for consumption by the public understands 
how to maintain excellent hygiene standards 
to protect consumers’ health and ensure their 
business complies with food safety law.

“Delivering our qualifications is very 
straightforward. Our online qualifications 
system allows users to purchase examinations 
and register and manage their candidates 
online. The results of online examinations 
are available immediately and paper-based 
examination results are typically available 

online within two working days following the 
return of the completed papers. Certificates 
are typically issued by post within only 
two to five days – faster than many other 
awarding organisations offering these same 
qualifications.

“Examination fees for the Food Safety 
qualifications start at just £5.50 + VAT per 
candidate, depending on the number of 
examinations purchased and the method of 
examination.”

Regulated food safety qualifications for catering businesses, food 
retailers and food manufacturers launched by the British Safety Council  

David Cameron has reportedly 
scrapped plans to introduce a 
sugar tax as part of its long-
awaited ‘obesity strategy’, with 
ministers instead using the threat 
of a levy to force change in the 
industry.

According to the Financial Times, The 
Prime Minister appeared to be warming to 
the idea of a sugar tax of up to 20%, has 
now rejected the idea in favour of forcing 
companies to reformulate their products to 
reduce sugar content, with the threat of a 
future tax looming over them.

In response to the possibility of dropping 
the sugar tax plans, the NHS and Jamie 
Oliver have committed to change, Simon 
Stevens, chief executive of NHS England, 
said: “We will be consulting on introducing 
an NHS sugar tax on various beverages 
and other sugar-added foods across the 
NHS which would be enforced over time as 
contracts for food catering and the shops 
that are in the foyers of hospitals come up 

Jamie oliver hits back amid rumours that david cameron is to scrap 
‘sugar tax’ plans

news round-up

for renewal over the next three to five years 
over a rolling basis.”

Jamie Oliver has started a campaign for 
voluntary tax on sugar drinks in restaurants 
and cafes and the money raised will be 
used to open water fountains in parks and 
public spaces in some of the most deprived 
areas of the country.

These will be paid for by the Children’s 
Health Fund, launched in 2015 by Sustain 
and funded by a 10p levy on drinks with 
added sugar in over 130 of the UK’s leading 
restaurants, cafes and coffee shops.

The Fund has announced that it has 

raised over £50,000 so far and restaurants 
including Leon, Abokado and Tortilla which 
have all introduced the 10p levy. Leon alone 
contributing £50,000 since the introduction 
in its 130 restaurants.

John Vincent, of Leon, said “Our addiction 
to sugar is making us sick and costing the 
NHS billions every year. We know that our 
children are consuming far too much sugar.  
Even one can of a fizzy drink takes them 
over their recommended daily intake.

“In four months we’ve raised enough from 
our sugar tax to give thousands of children 
access to free, healthy water in their local 



Free from foods sales see huge rise 
according to mintel
Over the past six months sales in free from foods have 
risen sharply according to the latest figures by analysts 
Mintel.

It seems that the free-from trend has taken hold in the UK, as 
new research reveals that sales in the market are forecast to grow 
13% and reach £531 million in 2016, up from an estimated £470 
million in 2015.

The market growth comes as a result of free-from users 
widening their repertoires, with almost half (48%) of those who eat 
or buy free-from saying they are likely to eat more free-from food 
in the next year. What’s more, Mintel forecast the market to grow 
further, to reach £673 million by 2020.

Discussing the findings, Kiti Soininen, Head of UK Food, Drink 
& Foodservice Research at Mintel said: “The free-from market 
enjoyed remarkable growth in 2015, and further growth is likely 
to come from the existing pool of users intending to spend more. 
The growing availability of free-from food and drink products at 
mainstream supermarkets has allowed established users to widen 
their repertoires, with easy availability potentially prompting more 
regular use. ”

Over the past six months, a third (33%) of Brits have bought or 
eaten any free-from foods, with 22% buying or eating gluten-free 
products, 19% dairy substitutes (for instance soya cheese), 16% 
wheat-free and 16% lactose-free.

Additionally the growth in the market comes alongside a rise in 
product innovation. Mintel research shows that 12% of new food 
products launched in the UK in 2015 carried a gluten-free claim, 
up from 7% in 2011.

The top reason free-from users cite for eating free-from foods is 
because it makes them feel better, for example healthier, with two 
in five (39%) giving this reason, whilst one fifth (19%) say they eat 
these products because they are trying to lose weight.

“The ‘health halo’ of free-from foods is a key driver of uptake 
and has resulted in a much larger group of users than the limited 
number of actual or suspected allergy or intolerance sufferers. 
However, this leaves the free-from food category exposed 
to changes in consumer opinion and media coverage. The 
importance of health in driving uptake also means that companies 
need to ensure that nutrition profiles are best in class.” 

Indeed despite the ‘health halo’, Mintel research shows that 
the nutritional credentials of free-from food do however matter, as 
over half (54%) of those who eat free-from would stop eating these 
products if they thought these were less healthy than standard 
offerings, for instance if they were higher in fat or sugar.

news round-up

Pret head into university market with 
first site
Pret A Manger has announced it will be opening its first ever 
campus-based shop at the University of Exeter shortly after 
they opened their first city centre site.

Caroline Cromar, Pret’s group director of food, said: “We’re thrilled to 
be opening our first ever university shop. This is an exciting new area 
for Pret and one that we hope will have a real impact on the students 
living and studying on campus.

“We know it can be difficult to prepare fresh and wholesome meals 
every day when living away from home, so we’re pleased we can be 
here to offer a little helping hand when required.

“Many of our menu items are packed full of nutrient rich ‘brain foods’ 
like grains, oily fish and avocados, and we’re of course never short of 
a cup of tea, coffee or a revitalising juice when needed. I imagine our 
hot food range, particularly the macaroni cheese, will be a big hit on 
campus too!”

The university had said a new business would be opening to replace 
an empty unit in the Forum. It comes after students asked for more 
food and drink options on campus.

Phil Attwell, Director of Campus Services at the university, said, “We 
are delighted to welcome Pret’s inaugural campus shop in our flagship 
Forum building, which is at the heart of our Streatham Campus. The 
new outlet will help to further expand the offering of fresh, healthy 
foods available to our staff and students.”

Work begins on the first ever campus-based Pret in the coming 
weeks.
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Workshop coffee raises nearly £2m 
to continue growth 
 
Coffee chain, Workshop Coffee has 
completed an equity fundraising 
round of £1.8 million to continue with 
its ambitious expansion plans.

James Dickson, founder of Workshop 
Coffee, said: “Workshop continues 
to grow at an exciting rate. This 
successful raising of additional funds 
will allow us to focus on what we do 
best - producing the sweetest, cleanest, 
freshest and most sustainably-procured 
coffee possible.
“At the same time it will ensure we 
adopt a fully integrated, multi-channel 
approach to our business.”
Workshop Coffee opened its first site 
in Clerkenwell in April 2011 and has 
since launched in three further locations 
and opened a new roastery in Bethnal 
Green. The group has also undergone 
a restructuring which in turn has seen 
the creation of a holding company with 
investor and entrepreneur Alan Halsall 
as chairman. 
 
Hummus Bros add to fitness 
message with yoga and exercise 
classes 
 
Fast growing, healthy eatery, 
Hummus Bros has partnered with 
MoreFit to offer personal training and 
yoga studios at Hummus Bros’ sites 
in Cheapside and Exmouth Market. 

The new concept promises to optimise 
your life by combining fitness and food 
in one place.
Discussing the concept, Christian 
Mouysset, co-founder of Hummus 
Bros, said: “We partnered with MoreFit 
because of the fit between our visions 
of a healthier world. Many of our 
customers have joined MoreFit and 
vice versa many grab a healthy bowl 
of hummus after their gym or yoga 
session.”
MoreFit was founded in 2007 and 
have grown to over 15 trainers across 
4 private training studios in central 
London. Hummus Bros serves over 
11,000 customers per week through its 
five shops in Soho, Holborn, Cheapside, 
Exmouth Market and Gray’s Inn Road. 

Popular ‘Friends-themed’ café 
chain closes across north West

 
Liverpool’s Friends-themed café chain, Central 
Perk has sold off all of its sites in a silent 
auction.  
 
The three sites, in Chester, Bold Street and Hatton 
Gardens, were sold off, as well as all of the interiors 
including sofas, posters and fixtures.

A new American TV and music themed bar, 
Ameriesko has now taken over the Bold Street and 
Hatton Garden sites as independent owners.

A post on Central Perk’s Facebook page read: 
“We have had a blast and enjoyed all your visits & 
apologise notice has been short coming.

“The two Liverpool Stores will take on all the current 
team, so jobs are safe and we wish the team and new 
independent owners all the luck with the new venture 
- Ameriesko, a new American TV & Music themed Café 
Bar, we do hope our loyal customers will give them try 
and keep the team going!”

Owner, Nigel Russell, said it had been a ‘very sad’ 
decision to shut the shop’s, but was losing so much 
money due to high rates that he was forced to ‘cut his 
losses’.

Speaking to local press at The Chronicle, Mr Russell 
said: “As a business it’s a very sad situation for us. 

 “Last year we were down 40% so we made a 
decision that we couldn’t go on and we decided to cut 
our losses. Although the council don’t own the building 
they still assess the rates and we did not feel we were 
supported by them and we had little encouragement.”
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top 100 employers chosen at 
national Apprenticeship Awards 
including KFc and greene King
 
The National Apprenticeship 
Service has revealed its 2015 Top 
100 Employers list at the National 
Apprenticeship Awards. 

The list, which is sponsored by City 
& Guilds, recognises excellence in 
businesses that employ apprenticeships 
and work hard to ensure that they 
become successful inspirational role 
models to other apprentices.
Greene King, Elior UK, Unilever UK 
Limited, KFC GB Ltd, and Compass 

Group UK & Ireland all featured on the 
list.
Rooney Anand, Greene King’s chief 
executive, said: “We are very proud to be 
celebrated as one of the UK’s Top 100 
apprenticeship employers by the National 
Apprenticeship Service.
“As a leader in the hospitality industry 
which employs more than 42,000 people, 
we feel that we have a responsibility to 
develop and invest in our employees.
“We’re pleased to have offered more than 
7,400 apprenticeships so far and look 
forward to continuing that commitment.”
The awards, now its 12th year, took place 
at Grosvenor House, London.

Food-to-go units at travel locations 
key to SSP profits 
 
SSP, the operator of food-to-go and 
beverage outlets in travel locations, 
has reported a 4.3% growth in like-
for-like sales in its first. 
 
Total revenue increased by 6.2% in the 
period, which began on 1st October, 
and total revenue growth at actual 
exchange rates grew by 1.9%.
Like-for-like sales grew strongly in 
the UK and continental Europe in the 
quarter following openings in Euston 
Station and Newcastle International 
Airport.
SSP are expecting to trade within 
expectations and has secured a number 
of new contracts expected to open 
throughout the financial year ending 
30th September 2016.

news in brief
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hungry house

The Big Interview – Alice Mrongovius
This month we speak to new 
hungryhouse CEO, Alice Mrongovius 
about how the market has changed over 
the last few year and the changes that 
she has seen since joining the company 
in 2011.

This interview comes at an exciting time 
for the company with takeaway orders 
growing well above 50% in 2015. 

Since Alice joined the parent company 
Delivery Hero in 2011 as the seventh 
employee she has seen the workforce 
swell to over 2,500 staff.  Prior to the 
appointment, Alice spent the past two 
years as Marketing Director, where she 
helped define and communicate the 
brand to the UK market, including a 
refresh of ‘The easy way to takeaway’ 
campaign, which has increased brand 
awareness from 53% to 73% in the last 
12 months. 

So Alice, how do you see 
the food-to-go and fast food 
market at present?

“The market is really thriving at the 
moment with many being too busy 
and looking for solutions for easy and 
convenient food; to provide this service 
to customers when they need it will 
always be a winner.  

“We’re also seeing more and more 
people looking to experiment with their 
food choices which is really exciting. 

Last summer in response to our 
customer feedback that they were ready 
to Try Something New.

“We ran a campaign offering 20% 
off new takeaway cuisines such 
as Caribbean, Vietnamese, Greek, 
Malaysian, Korean, African and Thai, 
which was really popular and proved 
how adventurous customers’ taste buds 
have become.”  

What exciting trends are you 
seeing the market and where 
is the growth coming from in 
terms of cuisine?

“We’ve seen a huge increase in 

customers looking to bring popular 
street food cuisines in to their living 
rooms recently. Last year our fastest 
growing cuisine was Korean, and we 
also saw customers trying a more 
diverse range of dishes from their 
favourite Indian and Chinese takeaways, 
both demonstrating the trend that many 
were venturing away from their standard 
dishes and opting for more exotic 
options.  

“Also the way people are ordering 
is continuing to evolve as more 
consumers are opting to order more on 
mobile devices via platforms such as 
app and mobile web.  We have seen this 
trend develop over the last couple of 

the Big interview
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years, now more than 60% of our orders 
come from mobile orders.” 

What are the plans for 
hungryhouse in the UK 
market over the next 12 
months?

“Last year was a great year for us at 
hungryhouse. We managed to grow 
well over 50% from the previous year 
and our brand awareness has increased 
from 53% to 73% in the same period. 

“We’re constantly evolving and working 
to better our product so our customers 
and restaurant partners can have the 
best experience possible, so we can 
stand by our statement of being “the 
easy way to takeaway”.

What makes hungryhouse 
stand out from the 
competition in terms of their 
offering?

“At hungryhouse we really live by our 
belief that every order matters, and 
because of that we work tirelessly 
to ensure that our customer have a 
great takeaway experience every time. 
We are responsive to our customers’ 
feedback, actively making sure 
they always have a great selection 
of restaurants available to them or 
implementing certain user features or 
in-demand payment methods that our 
key competitors don’t offer such as 
PayPal. 

“With our restaurant partners, we work 
hard to champion these hard working 
businesses to get them more orders 
through a number of different channels. 
Our largest campaign Top Takeaways, 
where we promote top performing 
restaurants free of charge, is a great 
example of this. (This year’s winners 
have just been announced!)

“We also have a great team here who 
are consistently in contact with our 
restaurant partners to not only answer 
any queries they may have but also 
advise them on the best technology 
solutions available to help run their 
business more seamlessly.”

How can technology aid 
both the consumer and the 
business in terms of online 
delivery?

“Consumers are preferring to order 
online over the phone more and more, 
many younger consumers don’t know 
anything else! Having an online partner 
is a really is a great opportunity to 
reach out to new customers, increase 
frequency of ordering and with the 
added reach comes increase in orders 
and revenue.

“For customers they have the added 
assurance of secure online payments, 
honest reviews from peers and the 
knowledge that our restaurant base is 
actively managed plus a customer care 
team witch excellent response rates to 
help with their orders.”
 

What do you feel consumers 
are looking for from their 
takeaway nowadays?

“Consumers are always on the lookout 
for honest, tasty food at a price they 
can afford. Whether they want to try 
something new or stick with their 
favourite chicken tikka masala.”

About Alice
Alice joined the parent company, 
Delivery Hero in 2011, where at the 
time she was the 7th employee in a 
company now employing over 2,500 
people in 2015. Starting within SEO, 
she went on to manage the channel 
for UK and Australian markets, 
while also coordinating all the other 
international SEO teams based in 
Berlin, including Russia, Mexico, 
Poland and Brazil. 

For the last two years she has held 
the Marketing Director position for 
hungryhouse, where she helped 
define and communicate the brand 
to the UK market, including the 
brand refresh of ‘The easy way to 
takeaway’, which has increased 
brand awareness from 53% to 73% 
in the last 12 months.
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Quick Bite

Without question burgers are one of the most popular and 
most versatile items in the QSR market. They are a staple of 
the industry and offer businesses a chance to stand out with 

signature dishes and flavour combinations. Throughout the food 
to go market there has been perhaps more change in the burger 

segment than in any other. 
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Chains and large food franchises such 
as McDonald’s and Burger King held 
the mantle and were known as places 
to get a good burger at a fair price. This 
is still the case and the popularity of the 
industry’s biggest names suggests that 
there is still a high demand for their fare. 
Where the real movement is coming 
from however is in the independent 
and the gourmet burger categories. 
These markets are growing with a 
record number of street food traders 
now operating in the sector and a large 
proportion of them are selling burgers.

The gourmet nature of the burger 
business and the consumer demand for 
a product that is perceived as premium is 
having a noticeable effect of what traders 
are selling. There are many different types 
of meat and vegetarian burgers, which of 
course are the focal point of the dish. But 
where the real evolution is coming from is 
in the customisation. 

Consumers can now choose from a 
range of breads, sauces, salads and 
cheeses as well a host of other options. 
To gain a better understanding of the 
market and find out more about the 
latest trends we have recruited a host of 
industry experts. From manufacturing 

and foodservice wholesale to burger 
bloggers and end users we round up the 
whole market.
Discussing the latest trends in the 
industry and giving us their thought on 
the potential for the market over the 
coming year are:

Mohammed Essa – Aviko,
Chloé Féminier Tomkins – Bel
Liam Keefe – Bleecker St
Simon Dukes – BurgerLad
Simon Cliff – Daloon
Chris Withey – Double A Kebab
Nic Townsend - Farm Frites
Gary Johnson – GRH Foods
Jessica Lalor – Kerrymaid
Nigel O’Donnell – Meadow Vale Foods
Nick Pagett – Mom’s Fabulous Hot Dogs
Helen Morris/Sarah Cumber  - 
Paramount 21
Peter Millen – Speciality Breads
Jessica Tucker – Urban Food Fest

How important are burgers 
to the QSR market and why?

When it comes to establishing the 
importance of certain products in the 
food industry, businesses have to 
ascertain if the product is merely a fad 
or if it is something that is here to stay. 

What started as the humble burger has 
evolved with consumer palates and 
has established itself as a product with 
longevity. One such person who tracks 
the evolution of the burger industry 
is respected blogger, Simon Dukes 
who goes under the alias, Burger Lad. 
Discussing the importance of burgers in 
the industry he told us that: “Burgers are 
big business. 

“According to Mintel, the UK burger bar 
market value sales were valued at over 
£3bn in 2015 with growth expected to 
reach £3.3bn in 2019. 

“With relatively inexpensive ingredients 
and a quick cooking turnaround it offers 
fast casuals and QSRs a great profit-
margin opportunity. Hype and reputation 
can be generated and built on via social 
media platforms with legions of fans 
prepared to travel just to try the latest 
special on the menu.”

Indeed as with the Mintel trends that 
Simon identified, many of our panel were 
keen to stress the importance of burgers 
in the QSR market. Liam Keefe from 
Bleecker St Burgers told us that they 
are the ultimate quick food for on the go 
and you look at the history of the burger 
to establish this. When quizzed on the 
growth of the trend he suggested that it 
was as a result of drive through diner on 
the west coast of America.  

Nigel O’Donnell, Managing Director at 
poultry specialists, Meadow Vale Foods, 
believes that they are also a mainstay of 
the quick-service market and still prove 
to be a very popular choice amongst 
consumers. The habits that they have 
developed and the way consumers 
work and live their lives means that - 
“They want to pick their food up and 
eat it when they are hungry and when 
they are moving, this makes burgers a 
very popular choice in the convenience 
market.”

Offering a dish that is appealing for 
the customer and that is profitable for 
the business owner can be a difficult 
balancing act. Nick Pagett agreed with 
the previous views saying burgers have 
been on the top of the QSR menu for 
decades. The desire for better food in 
QSR market and casual dining settings is 

Burgers
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on the rise and that the love of gourmet 
burgers continues to grow.

Indeed Nick feels that one of the 
strongest reasons for the hamburger’s 
longevity is its widespread appeal. “The 
burger is affordable, portable, and easily 
customised allowing it to be served 
gourmet-style or as a simple classic to-
go food,” he said.

Continuing he mentioned the balancing 
act saying that there is evidence 
worldwide that consumers’ tastes are 
becoming more diverse and varied, it is 
interesting that the food mostly chosen 
by restaurant diners is the burger. Hence, 
burgers bring most profitability to QSR 
market, making important contributions 
to the industry.

With a hint of nostalgia, Chris Withey, 
suggested that the burger changed the 
market and offered consumers more 
choice. Sharing his memories he said: 
“I pretty much think that the market 
exploded with the introduction of the 
burger.
“Maybe that’s because I’m old and 
remember the excitement of seeing the 
first McDonalds being built in Nottingham 
when I was younger. Before then, it was 
fish & chips or sandwiches.  

“The burger brought a bit of glamour to 

the high street back then. Today? It’s a 
core product of the industry. It will never 
go out of fashion, can be customised 
to suit all styles from roadside mobile 
to high end ‘gourmet’ outlet, and even 
the taste of it can be altered to suit 
everything from American, Thai, Mexican 
etc.  It’s as important as the bread in 
most fast food.”

As burgers become more accessible 
and the choice becomes greater, we 
have also seen a rise in the number of 
meat free options that are available on 
the menu. Indeed this was one of the 
two trends that Simon Cliff of Daloon 
picked up on, he said: “Burgers are 
of paramount importance to the QSR 
market and clearly the major national 
chains continue to occupy the top spots 
in this high volume segment.

“However, there is a growing focus 
on quality and health with consumers 
becoming ever more discerning. Along 
with convenience in terms of food 
preparation, two trends are having a 
significant effect in this market, the 
growth of meat free burgers and the 
growth of gourmet burgers.

“It is to this changing landscape that 
Daloon has directed its NPD efforts to 
redefine burgers away from the traditional 
beef offering to more contemporary 

products.

Looking at recent consumer frozen meat 
free market data (Kantar World Panel 52 
weeks to 16 August 2015) the figures 
make for compelling reading.

“In the Total Frozen Meat Free Burger 
market segment, consumer expenditure 
(£) over this 52 week period grew by 
a significant +10.3% with volume 
purchased (Kgs) increasing by an 
equally impressive +9.6%. Interesting 
to note, that the market value increase 
outperformed the market volume 
increase suggesting growth in the 
premium quality sector.

“This retail market data gives a good 
insight into UK consumer trends 
which tend to also be reflected in the 
Foodservice market.

 “Most QSR operators would agree 
that frozen food offers many benefits 
including convenience, flexibility and 
cost effectiveness, allowing them to offer 
a wider selection of menu options with 
minimal preparation times.” 

Speed is of the essence in the QRS 
market and Peter Millen explained that 
not only have burgers become vital 
amongst foodservice in general and that 
a menu is incomplete without at least 
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one on it, but that he trend has been 
gathering pace over the last 4-5 years 
and is showing no sign of slowing down.
 
“It is a “go-to” selection for many 
consumers and the food-to-go, fast food, 
pub and café sectors are responding 
with creative and high quality offerings. 
Gone are the days though when a cheap 
beef patty, mediocre bun and a bit of 
iceberg lettuce suffices. Outlets need to 
give serious thought to the fillings, sides, 
sauces and of course the quality bread 
they use,” he said. 

Chloé Féminier Tomkins agreed and 
commented: “We all know that we have 
less and less time to sit down to enjoy 
a good meal, but new research from 
Kantar and Insight Traction has shown 
us just how huge the opportunity is, with 
£571million spent on snacks and lunches 
that take less than 10 minutes to prepare. 

“As daily routines demand more and 
more of consumer’s time grab-and-
go options are becoming increasingly 
popular. 

“Burgers lend themselves really well 
to the current grab-and-go trend we’re 
seeing in QSR.”

In terms of the change in the market Gary 
Johnson, agreed burgers were popular 
but suggested that the gap at the top 
was narrowing: “Burgers are still the 
biggest seller in the fast food market in 
my opinion, but there are big indicators 
that this is changing. There are more and 
more items and food trends coming to 
challenge them.”

“We are seeing a huge rise in the number 
of pizza and sandwich operators working 
in the sector and as such we are seeing 
more choice for the consumers,” he said.
What new trends are we seeing in the 
burger industry?

With such a busy marketplace 
businesses need to stand out and this 
could be in a number or ways. It’s not 
just about the burger but the cooking 
method, the look of the shop or stand 
and the social profile of the company. 
Chris Withey suggested that there was a 
fashion element to the burger market that 
there has been a growth in ‘coolness’. 

He told us that burgers can be tracked 
alongside the number of beards and full 
sleeve tattoos that are now seen in areas 
with boutique burger joints. That has 
kick started the focus on what a burger 
is.  “Over the last few years a burger has 
become the texture only to a meal, the 
canvas onto which you place the artwork. 

“Take a ‘high street’ burger and eat it 
without the bread, salad, or sauce.  It 
tastes of nothing.  The human body 
recognises fat as flavour. With the 
world besotted by dropping salt and fat 
levels, it’s no wonder that the burger 
has become bland.  The new fashion 
for burgers has put more focus on the 
burger itself.  You know a burger expert 

when they throw away the bun and just 
taste the burger.  In our R&D for our 
latest product, I’ve thrown away plenty 
of bread! And our new burger is big on 
flavour.”

Urban Food Fest founder Jessica Tucker 
echoed this when commenting on the 
rise of the cooler locations and the ‘good 
vibes’ around street food markets.  “At 
our markets we have sumptuous triple 
stack beef patty burgers oozing with 
BBQ sauces, pickles and home-made 
apple slaw. 

“All out street food dishes have a unique 
recipe, meaning that at every market our 
customers can try something new that 
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they can’t get elsewhere. 
“We are always ahead of the trends, 
and have featured burgers from around 
the world including Japanese miso tofu, 
Korean pork kimchi, Mexican shredded 
lime beef, Peruvian quinoa and of course 
the classic American cheese burger.
These independent retailers are shaping 
the way the market is forming and are 
influencing some of the big brands to. 
Simon highlighted that collaborations 
between independent burger joints and 
food producers are the next big thing. 
He said that we only have to look at the 
very latest special at Honest Burgers. 
The Ribman – combining an Honest 
patty with Ribman rib meat and slathered 
in one of The Ribman’s signature hot 
sauces to seen that.

Continuing he said: “Consumers are 
increasingly looking for premium, 
gourmet ingredients on their burgers. 
A trend which has seen McDonald’s 
introduce their Signature Collection 
which alongside table service they hope 
to rollout to all their UK restaurants in 
2016. 

“Independent restaurants and smaller 
chains continue to push the boundaries 
with innovative and new ingredients 
making them stand out from the 
competition. Themed burgers play a vital 
role in this such as Handmade Burger 
Company doing a Haggis Stuffed Burger 
in Scotland to celebrate Burns Night.

“I also expect to see flavoured buns 
and more fusion-style flavours being 
introduced alongside all day breakfast 
style offerings.”

We are now at the stage that due to 
demand we are seeing businesses 
incorporate burgers into their offering just 
because of sales figures. Take Mom’s 
for example who have added gourmet 
burgers to their range. Nick Pagett 
explained: “Today, people need quick 
meal options, and QSRs are fighting 
these challenges with gusto. Gourmet 
burger will still be the big trend in the 
burger industry. Consumers’ demands on 
premier quality burger are on the rise.” 

Nigel O’Donnell agreed that there was a 
need for a more premium product saying 

that “In terms of trends within the burger 
market there is a real shift towards more 
premium products. We are seeing brands 
use different types of sauces, cheeses 
and breads, especially brioche. They are 
also adding extra toppings like pulled 
pork and chicken.”

“From our perspective there has been a 
real change in the demand for quality and 
in terms of poultry there has been a move 
from reformed meat to whole muscle 
products.”

 “Another trend is the idea of mass 
customisation, businesses are continually 
innovating and looking to add value 
through new products. If the user can 
choose the burger exactly how they want 
it and add on extra this is of benefit to 
both.”

“I think that there is a trend towards other 
proteins and meats, you only have to 
look at big brands who claim they are 
selling more chicken in store that they are 
beef. This tells you all that you need to 
know really.

Taking on board the changes in buying 
habits and premiumisation are key and 
one such company doing this are GRH. 
Gary Johnson spoke to us and explained 
that the business was seeing a move 
towards people using different cheeses 
to change their offering. He said: “The 
gourmet burger market is growing and 
we are seeing people trying really hard 
to improve their offering. This doesn’t 
have to be the case. By adding flavoured 
cheeses you can change the complexion 
and the quality of a burger in no time 
at all. Some of the trends that we see 
are people adding hot, spicy or smoked 
flavours to their menu. 

“They may also offer the option of a 
chargrilled burger. We can offer all of 
these tastes with our spicy cheddar, 
smoked cheddar and our chargrilled 
slices.”

“Changing the name of a burger can also 
give it a more premium feel, we have 
seen people add a ‘Fiery Jack Burger’ to 
their menu, and in truth this is achieved 
by simply adding a slice of our Pepper 
Jack or Monterey Jack Cheddar.”
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“Some people are looking for a more 
premium product or are looking for a 
continental twist with their burgers so we 
offer a range of cheeses such as Gouda, 
Mozzarella and Emmental.”

Helen Morris identified that there are two 
platforms in the market. She told us that 
on one hand the category seems to be all 
about quality, provenance of ingredients 
and classic flavours which have been 
given a modern twist with an increase of 
‘bun-less’ options, salad leaf cups and 
skinny stacks. 

She said: “Over the last few menu 
cycles we have seen a rise of veggie 
burger offerings that will begin to rival 
the traditionalists with flavour profiles 
becoming much more adventurous, 
tapping further into the flexitarian trend. “ 

“The other platform is all about WOW 
concepts, dishes that grab social media 
attention and become talking points 
amongst diners. Here we have seen the 
rise of sweet waffles, glazed doughnuts 
and deep fried mac ‘n’ cheese cakes 
replacing traditional burger buns to 
create a flavour mash up and follow the 

sweet & salty flavour trend!”

For those of you keen on looking at 
flavour profiling there are a range 
of seasonings on the menu, in fact 
we have even covered it later in the 
magazine with our sauces and seasoning 
feature. Jessica Lalor said that burger 
seasonings, toppings and buns are 
evolving into taste experiences from 
around the world, as flavours from Japan, 
Korea and the US hit the burger market 
in the UK. 

According to Jessica, premiumisation will 
continue to drive sales in QSRs during 
2016, in fact gourmet burger eating 
occasions have increased by 12 per cent 
across the UK and we expect to see this 
continue. 

She said: “When it comes to burger 
seasonings there is a clear shift away 
from more traditional flavours, instead 
ethnic influences are starting to make an 
appearance on menus. While smoked 
flavours such as rich BBQ remain on 
trend, hot and spicy seasonings are 
coming into their own with sriracha 
(chilli peppers, garlic, sugar and salt) 

and harrissa (roasted red peppers, 
fresh coriander, caraway seeds and 
garlic) pastes complementing consumer 
demand for spicy seasoned burgers. 
“In addition, exotic flavour combinations 
such as Banh Mi – a juicy and exotic 
Vietnamese-inspired bread using ginger, 
coriander, lime, pepper and umami  – and 
Kimchi – a Korean dish which includes 
soy sauce, ginger, garlic and sesame 
– are being used to upgrade chicken 
burgers and in turn help to increase 
price points. Add to that a brand-new 
seasoning trend that will see tea and 
coffee rubs complement meat flavours, 
and there will be an explosion of new 
flavours over the coming months.”
 
The burger industry has to be one of the 
most innovative and creative sectors in 
foodservice according to Peter Millen 
and Just when you think the industry 
can’t go any further, new trends, ideas 
and chefs seem to come along providing 
new twists to keep the burger sector 
moving forward.

He mentioned that the market is 
constantly learning and taking from other 
events saying: “In the last few months, 
I have seen some stunning vegetarian 
burger offerings which have really taken 
off plus fillings, toppings and sauces 
which I wouldn’t have imagined 10 years 
ago. 

“There is also a real trend for burgers 
with an ethnic twist and I expect this to 
continue.  This includes Spanish burgers 
made with chorizo or iberico pork, 
Korean burgers with kim chi and Mexican 
burgers with a spicy kick.  

“With an Olympics and Euro football 
championship on the horizon this 
summer, I expect to see plenty more 
international flair in the world of burgers.   

“As burgers are continued to be enjoyed 
by the masses and outlets compete and 
search for that point of difference over 
rivals, I think the innovation will only 
continue in the kitchens.  To this end, we 
are also adding to our range to try and 
keep one step ahead.  

Liam Keefe was opposed to all of the 
change however and said: “Really it 
should be less about the gimmicks and 
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with a greater focus on the key elements, 
the meat & bun.”

Are we seeing a move away 
from burger chains towards 
independent traders and 
why?

What we know from the industry is 
that two things are happening. There 
are those who are happy to run large 
franchises and they have premium 
locations with good branding and 
marketing. These people are serving 
the masses and doing it well. The 
consumers in this sector are happy 
with the product that they are getting 
and they are spending. The other 
angle is that there are those looking for 
something of a higher quality. Simon 
Dukes explained that whatever your 
conception about McDonald’s, the facts 
state that comparable Q4 2005 sales for 
their non-US segment increased 4.2% 
for the quarter which was led by strong 
performance in the U.K., Canada and 
Australia. 

He argued that this suggests that 
due to their competitive prices, wide 
accessibility and dining experience 
reimaging people still see them as a 

viable choice. Byron Hamburgers and 
Gourmet Burger Kitchen however, 
continue to open more locations 
throughout the UK with Shake Shack 
now expanding outside of London with a 
Cardiff opening. In his view there seems 
to be a balance. There’s always been a 
strong argument to support independent 
traders but each and every burger joint 
be it a chain or independent has its place 
in the UK market. Liam Keefe agreed 
and said with the rate Byron and Honest 
are growing I’m not sure that’s true, but 
they’re both serving reliable traceable 
food. They’re both an inspiration.

Chris Withey backed this up and 
suggested that people choose the food 
they want when they want, he told us 
that he didn’t think that there was a move 
away. He said: “I think its bringing new 
business to the burger. 
“The current fashion for a decent burger 
has expanded the market. The high street 
chains have their customers, the new 
gourmet burgers have attracted new 
interest. But maybe the cool kids will find 
the next fashion food and move on in the 
next few years. The big brands will still 
be pumping them out. You’ll see gourmet 
burger restaurants closing well before the 
likes of Burger King and McDonald’s.”

The idea that there is room for all 
operators was something that Peter 
Millen agreed with and he said: “I think 
both independent traders and burger 
chains are continuing to see growth and 
strong interest from consumers.   

“The independents are often the next big 
chain in the making and have the benefit 
of being able to change and tweak 
menus, often on a weekly basis.  This 
undoubtedly helps keep the offerings 
fresh plus creates a buzz and excitement.  
Whereas these are often the destination 
burgers joints which people will travel to, 
I think many consumers have a favourite 
chain for a burger, which can often come 
down to convenience and geographical 
locations i.e. near to home or work.   

“The key fact is that with the choice 
available, if a consumer has a bad 
burger – they won’t go back so quality is 
imperative.

Nick Pagett tended to agree that away 
from the corporate nature of the big 
brands it was the independents that 
are showing the creativity and the real 
movement. He added: “Today consuming 
a burger isn’t about fuel anymore—
it’s about experience. Customers are 
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continuing to look for more adventurous 
menu options that are unique, inspiring 
and fun.

“Independent traders are springing 
up and gaining confidence, and more 
creativity will always be welcome.”

Nigel O’Donnell approved of this view 
and went on to talk about the middle 
market. Commenting on the rise he 
said: “In terms of a move from the larger 
chains to the independents, there is 
certainly an increase in the number of 
businesses opening. I feel that the top 
ten chains are the top ten and the real 
movement is coming from the middle 
market. There is plenty of growth from 
smaller chains and I’m surprised that 
some of the big QSRs haven’t started 
smaller satellite operations of more 
premium chains.” 

What toppings and extras 
are adding value to the 
market?

At places like Urban Food Fest there 
are an array of toppings and their street 

food dishes can be customised by each 
visitor, and every burger that is ordered is 
bespoke according to Jessica Tucker. 

She said: “Our toppings for our burgers 
include: vegan mini sausages, home-
made red cabbage slaw, BBQ pulled 
pork, black beans and feta cheese, fried 
jalapeños, extra crispy bacon rashers, 
super spicy garlic chillis, pickles and 
various sauces including wasabi mayo, 
ginger pickle, banana sauce and home-
made cherry tomato ketchup.

This variety of toppings mean that 
customers can have the food as they 
want it. Indeed as we have seen in the 
past and is something that we have seen 
with the likes of Subway in the sandwich 
market. Helen Morris backed this up 
by saying that toppings are all about 
personalisation for the consumer, they 
are looking for that something extra to 
take their dish to the next level in terms 
of dining experience.  

She added: “Protein additions seem 
to be popular at the moment such as 
adding eggs or rashers of bacon to 
create meals that fuse different dining 

occasions together which bridges the 
gap between breakfast and lunch. This 
almost makes it acceptable to eat a 
brunch burger early in the day which 
then lends itself nicely to the all-day 
dining experience we have seen some 
consumers adopt.”

With customisation so important Nick 
Pagett related to the Fast Food Industry 
Report 2015 and said: “When it comes 
to a good burger, Americans definitely 
are not careless eaters. A 2009 report 
indicated that 75% of burger-lovers rank 
the quality of the meat as the first or 
second most important attribute to their 
burger. Second in line was toppings, 
ranked either first or second place by 
42% of consumers. Even though the 
affordability of the burger is considered, 
high-quality ingredients are still key in 
producing a successful burger franchise.

“Adding toppings to a burger is part of 
burgers’ charm. Customisation and a 
focus on high quality and transparently 
sourced ingredients, unique and 
nutritious toppings, are the important 
factors for any operator looking for 
success for their burger platform. Sauces 
are equally important when customize 
burgers. 

With cheese accounting for one of 
the most popular products in terms of 
customisation, Chloé Féminier Tomkins 
said: “Consumers are looking for bigger 
flavours when it comes to burgers and 
operators can provide a solution to this 
new trend by stocking cheese with a 
stronger, more wholesome flavour.  

“When it comes to adding something 
extra to your burger offering, toppings 
and condiments mean more profits and 
bigger margins, so operators should 
consider stocking items such as bacon 
and cheese slices as these are popular 
additions to a wide range of barbecue 
foods. Leerdammer in particular makes 
for the perfect burger accompaniment. 

“By making a burger from scratch, 
operators can guarantee that their 
burgers will have the best taste possible, 
and therefore they can charge a higher 
price for the produce. Including toppings 
such as Leerdammer will help operators 
command a higher price point than what 
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may be a simpler offering during lunch. 

Making a full meal out of your offering 
is a great way to add value and to 
increase profits. With the move towards 
a more premium burger there are many 
consumers that expect a premium side. 
Talking about the inclusion of premium 
sides and how you can boost profits 
with chips was Mohammed Essa of 
Aviko. He said: “While chips are the 
traditional accompaniment to burgers, 
QSR operators could be missing out by 
not offering more up market varieties – 
particularly when you consider the recent 
trend for more gourmet style burgers.

“A quick and easy way of increasing 
profits and offering customers something 
a bit more special is by pairing Aviko’s 
Premium Fries with Schwartz Chip 
Seasoning from McCormick Flavour 
Solutions – by doing this, operators could 
generate up to 87% profit per portion of 
fries!

“It’s a win-win situation; caterers can 
charge 48p more for a serving of our 
Premium Fries versus regular chips, plus 
25p extra for adding Chip Seasoning – 
that’s over 70p more per portion. 

“When it comes to offering add-ons to 
the burger, our Beer Battered Onion 
Rings, infused with Amstel beer – are 
perfect for QSR operators. They’re ease 
of preparation means they don’t require 
skilled staff and as they’re frozen they 
offer the added benefits of nil wastage 
and perfect portion control. 

Adding to the side order debate was, 
Simon Dukes who added that the simple 
but effective French fry will continue to 
be popular, with more toppings being 
added to them. 

“We’ve seen indulgent offerings such as 
Pizza Fries but independents will look 
to that next new innovation such as Viet 
Shack’s Duck Fries - Crispy duck cuts all 
over fries with homemade Sriracha Jam.

“McDonald’s Australia recently launched 
Loaded Fries but will 2016 be too 
soon for a UK launch? Expect to see 
McDonald’s introduce dark chicken meat 
products such as fries and wings at 
some point this year,” he added.

Looking at the whole market Jessica 
Lalor, let us know her thoughts, she told 
us that: “Other popular additions include 
sweetcorn fritters, sliced avocado, 
alternative hummus or guacamoles which 
bring vegetables to centre stage. Add a 
final flourish of the spiciest hot sauce you 
can get your hands on and you then have 
the consumers’ attention!  

“Unsurprisingly, we are seeing unique 
topping trends enter the market too. 
While homemade pickle toppings are 
becoming ever-popular, we see a new 
trend for burgers topped with sliced hot 
dogs as consumers crave new flavour 
combinations, proteins and textures. 

“Cheese can be complemented with 
flavours such as chorizo, citrus and 
Mediterranean flavours which will be 
in high demand, as consumers look 
for even more flexibility around burger 
customisation.

“Our latest insight shows clear signs 
of a much more adventurous approach 
to burgers in the casual dining market 
across 2016. While simplicity, taste 
and provenance has driven much of 
the trends in burger development of 
more recent times and will remain a key 
demand from consumers this year, we 

are also expecting to see a heightened 
interest in more experimental and global 
flavour profiles as they begin to make a 
real stamp within the burger market.” 

Aside from Beef what other meats and 
proteins are popular and what should we 
look out for in 2016?

Adapting your menu is something that 
many operators are doing and the 
primary reason is that they see a gap in 
the market or an upward trend, others 
were not so keen on change for example 
Bleecker St, Liam Keefe saying: “We 
keep it really simple here and you’re 
asking the wrong burger joint. For us it’s 
all about the beef and always will be.

Jessica Tucker weighed in on the debate 
and said: “Burger-wise the classic beef 
burger is always popular, and at our 
market we also have many other types 
of burgers includes French shredded 
duck confit, German pork cheeks, Greek 
halloumi cheese, Spanish chorizo, 
Japanese chicken panko katsu, Korean 
pork patty, Argentinian steak and British 
venison which are served in a variety 
of bread rolls including soft white buns, 
brioche rolls and sourdough sticks.”

Nick Pagett told us that consumers are 
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seeking proteins to help them tap into a 
variety of functional lifestyles. According 
to Datassential, protein now appears 
on 44% more menus than in 2010. That 
jump has been driven by more than 
burgers, and more than meat – including 
classic items such as eggs and poultry. 
He also suggested that customers are 
continuing to look for more adventurous 
and nutritious menu options that are 
unique, inspiring and tasty.

In terms of what goes into our food there 
have also been some controversies 
and both Chris Withy and Simon Dukes 
looked to set the record straight. Chris 
told us that “As a manufacturer, we 
know what can go into meat. Meat is 
meat, some of the protein additives/
replacements on the market are scary.  

“I’m just happy now that the recent 
incidents regarding ingredients have 
focussed the public on reading labels.  
That in turn forces the manufacturer to be 
more ethical in the product they supply. It 
can only be a good thing. 

“Beef will always be a favourite as it 
performs well. Lamb, for example, is 

harder to work with as it’s fatty. So whilst 
I’m sure people are playing with other  
 
meats, Ostrich, Kangaroo, Buffalo etc. 
the beef burger will always be the main 
meat in a retailed burger.”

Simon highlighted the case of Gourmet 
Burger Kitchen and said that they 
created a bit of a backlash with a recent 
advertising campaign which offended 
some of the vegetarian and vegan 
communities. Obviously their competitors 
were quick to jump on the bandwagon by 
promoting just how many of their burgers 
were non-meat on their menus.

“Duck seems to be a popular choice in 
some quarters with Asian-style influences 
appearing on burgers. 

“With the recent news that Black Pudding 
is now seen as the latest superfood, 
expect to see this in some format on 
independents’ menus.

“Channel 4’s Jamie & Jimmy’s Friday 
Night Feast recently highlighted the 
shocking waste of male goats that are 
slaughtered without use so this could be 

a viable menu option in 2016 especially 
when highlighted by such a high profile  
celebrity chef.”

What free-from products 
are we seeing in the 
burger market and how 
are the sales in this area 
performing?

When it comes to free from products in 
the burger market it is fair to say that 
the level of awareness is on the rise. 
Nic Townsend told us that: “EU Allergy 
Legislation was introduced in 2014 and 
as we continue to race into 2016, the 
industry is responding well.  A recent 
Horizon study1 reports that the number 
of brands with gluten free menu options 
is on the increase. 50% of brands studied 
in its ‘Menurama’ in 2015 have gluten 
free options and the number of lines 
available has shown a 135% increase 
year on year since 2011. At Farm Frites 
we are aware of the market driving force 
behind allergen-free product and are 
proud that over 90 percent of our range is 
allergen-free.

“Burgers have seen some changes 
over recent years where operators have 
offered ‘skinny’ burgers, which are served 
without the bun, to customers who either 
want to cut down on carbs or, and more 
importantly, those who have a dietary 
requirement to be gluten-free. However, 
consumers now seek a substitution as 
opposed to an omission when it comes 
to buns – why should they have to miss 
out on the toppings and lashings of 
sauce?!

“A third of casual dining brands now offer 
completely separate menus to cater for 
gluten-free diners but these options are 
less prominent in pubs and fast food 
chains1. We wanted to be able to offer a 
good quality and good value alternative 
to help these operators offer the same 
flexibility.

‘We recently launched an oval hash 
brown for these reasons -  to offer more 
choice and customisation to allergen-free 
consumers who want to enjoy burgers 
without the bread while still having all of 
the usual accompaniments which they 
may otherwise miss out on. They are also 

Burgers
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the perfect addition for show stopping 
stackers and grazing menu items.
“Free From ranges are here to stay and 
I think they create a good opportunity 
for both manufacturers and operators 
to provide tasty food which satisfies EU 
legislations and satisfies consumer taste 
buds.”

The gluten free market is growing and for 
Chris Withey the jury is out on whether a 
percentage of that is driven by fad dieting 
and fashion buying or not.

He told us that he thinks it’s great that 
people suffering from the disease are 
being catered for and it’s pretty easy to 
swap most burger additives (spices and 
flavourings etc.) to gluten free. To do that, 
every product manufactured needs to be 
gluten free to make it commercially viable 
for a manufacturer. 

He then added that the clean down times 
between gluten free and gluten product 
runs, to avoid any cross contamination, 
makes it difficult to work. Therefore, 
the market is getting bigger for those 
manufacturers committed to running 
only gluten free ingredients and have the 
necessary procedures in place. 

“Another problem in that market is 
that the public see gluten free as being 
substandard.  In reality, a burger made 
with a gluten free spice pack will taste 
exactly the same. 

“The public needs more education, and 
unfortunately, the perception of gluten 
free products needs to change before it 
can become truly mainstream. But the 
growth and support in this area is good 
news.”

Talking about how conscious the 
middle market chains are of gluten free 
products, Simon Dukes said: “Gluten free 
buns are available at a number of chain 
restaurants including Honest Burgers, 
Gourmet Burger Kitchen and Handmade 
Burger Co. Despite a number of 
European countries offering Gluten Free 
options at McDonald’s they continue to 
evade the UK menu.

“Mintel value the free-from UK market 
at £210m with 13% of the population 
saying they avoid gluten (the highest in 

Europe). With the value sales forecast 
to reach over £500m by 2019 it’s vital 
that when developing your burger menu 
you don’t turn customers away by not 
offering free-from options.”

Today’s consumer are far more health 
conscious when it comes to food, what 
are the best options for them in this 
market

In terms of being a little more health 
conscious there was a strong link 
between consumer choice and the 
businesses making them aware. With a 
burger we feel that it is fair to say that the 
public know a burger is unlikely to be a 
healthy choice.

That being said if companies can bring 
pizzas to under 500Kcals then so can 
the burger companies. This need for 
transparency was made clear by Simon 
who said: My first thought in this area 
is the “bunless” burger – either just the 
patty on its own or wrapped in lettuce 
leaves. 

“I always argue that the High Street 
chains such as McDonald’s get negative 
comments regarding their burgers but 
clearly label the nutritional value of their 
menu so you know exactly what you are 
consuming. When eating out at other 
chains or independents, although the 
perceived quality is better there could 

be an increase in calories as well. Beef 
alternatives such as reindeer or wild boar 
are an excellent lower-fat choice to add 
to your menu.”

Chris Withey also commented on the 
conundrum saying there are healthier 
meats, but the UK public won’t buy 
them. “Kangaroo is really lean, and horse 
meat is a lot healthier than Beef.  But I 
doubt that any retailer would dare pin 
their success on trying to convert people 
to eat it. When it comes to being health 
conscious, you can’t blame a burger. 

“You have a choice to eat it or not.  But 
it’s simple. Read the label and see how 
it is being prepared. Make an informed 
choice and maybe go easy on the 
sauces. I’d be much more worried about 
what goes into some sausages to be 
honest.”

Gary Johnson added: “In terms of people 
being a little more health conscious, I 
feel that they know where they stand 
with a burger, they may switch beef for 
chicken, but I feel that the real movement 
is coming from the demand for fresh 
products.

“They are looking for fresh meat, fresh 
salads and garnishes and natural 
cheeses like the ones that we supply. We 
don’t use any processed cheese in our 
development, only natural products with 
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real flavourings.”

Today’s consumers are adventurous, 
demanding and health conscious in their 
food choices and the traditional burger 
is firmly sharing the ‘burger’ stage, said 
Sarah Cumber.

She added: “The format has being 
creatively extended and enhanced and 
is enjoying a new lease of life right now 
from bun-less skinny stacks, new-
style contrasting and complementing 
combo topping choices and spiciness to 
challenge even the most fearsome heat-
loving foodies. 

“Flavours are influenced by global 
cuisines such as Mexican, Asian & South 
American and the health and well-
being angle is being met by the rise of 

flexitarianism and consumers actively 
seeking vegetarian burgers.
“It’s an exciting time to work in the foodie 
world and our NPD team have developed 
a range of tasty and on-trend traditional 
burger alternatives: our vegetarian range 
includes five premium burgers all with 
exciting flavour profiles using ingredients 
such as butternut squash, beans, pulses 
and goat’s cheese. Within our seafood 
range we have an award-winning crab & 
lobster burger.” 

 We also heard that, “Health and 
wellbeing continues to be an important 
consideration for consumers on a daily 
basis. With this in mind, operators need 
to think about developing a nutritionally 
balanced menu to appeal to health 
conscious consumers looking for a 
wide selection of inspirational, great-

tasting dishes – offering a bunless 
burger with extra salad is a great way 
to attract new customers seeking a 
healthier alternative,” said Chloé Féminier 
Tomkins.

According to Jessica Tucker, The Urban 
Food Fest concept is all about healthy, 
fresh eating. Each street food dish is 
prepared in front of the customer who 
can choose their toppings. All our 
ingredients are locally sourced where 
possible, purchased on the day of the 
market and are full of nutrients.” Whilst 
Liam Keefe added that his team are 
seeing people more conscious of where 
the meat they’re eating is from, which 
is great. “We use the happiest and best 
cows the UK has to offer, from The 
Butchery, he said”.  

 double A enters the burger market with a spicy twist.  

“It’s something we’ve wanted to do 
for a long time” says Martyn Hayward, 
Operations Manager at Double A Kebab. 
“We pride ourselves on the quality and 
taste of our kebab, so why not put the 
experience we have in spicing meats into 
a burger product?”

And Double A Kebab have done just that 
with the newly trademarked ‘Keburger’. 

However, Martyn explains that the 
Keburger is not kebab meat in the shape 
of a burger. The Keburger is a premium 
quality beef burger with the beef sourced 
from the UK and Southern Ireland.  The 
famous Double A spice pack is added 
to the burger mince to give the Keburger 
the unique taste that Double A customers 
have enjoyed for over 25 years.  An 
enthusiastic Martyn summarised it by 
saying, “It’s a fantastic, home-made 
style, burger with an extra kick of 
flavour.”

The flavour is one thing, but the team at 
Double A wanted to go one further step 
in the design. “We looked at the fast food 
market and saw plenty of burgers that 
didn’t look that appealing.” continued 

Martyn, “We purposely went for a 
production system that gave a shape 
which was closer to a handmade look. 
We think we’ve achieved the brief of a 
good looking burger with a fantastic taste 
and texture.”

Is there a market for a Keburger? “We 
think so, yes” answers Martyn, “Let’s 
face it, most people secretly love a kebab 
but maybe not the idea of eating kebab 
from a pitta during daylight hours.  The 
Keburger is a more socially acceptable 
way of enjoying the flavours.  And for 
the vendor, it gives them a great kebab 
product without the need to add any 
more machinery”.  The Keburger is best 
cooked on a grill or hotplate, but is also 
robust enough for those looking to deep 
fry them plain or battered.

This new burger product comes at a time 
of growth for Double A Kebab. The core 
kebab business is stronger than ever, and 
other products are being manufactured 
for some of the key players in the fast 
food industry.  In amongst all of this, the 
Double A team have been deep into the 
process of becoming BRC compliant by 
March. The BRC accreditation, as well 

as giving customer confidence in their 
processes, will allow further growth plans 
to come into fruition. 

The Keburger is available from selected 
catering wholesalers in cases of 48 & 24 
x 4oz burgers. 
Samples are available on request from 
wholesalers or directly from Double A 
Kebab.

Caterers or wholesalers interested in 
the product can call Double A on 01623 
422888 or email to  
info@doubleakebab.co.uk.
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5bn+
burgers were consumed in 

the UK In 2015
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buy from

Dedicated burger chain/
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Pub 27%
Street food 14%
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Cheese 42% 
Bacon 33% 
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Mushroom 9% 
Egg 4%
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Other 7%
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Vietnamese Street food with a twist
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Street food is on the rise in the UK and 
the consumer need for quick, convenient 
meals has never been so high. 

Many of the influences that we are seeing 
in the current food-to-go and QSR 
climate, originate from street food. They 
are items that are made in large volume 
and that are quick and easy to serve. 
Some of the most popular items in the 
market are things such as soups, curries, 
chilli and paella. More recently there has 
been a street food boom in items such as 
sandwiches, wraps, burgers and chicken.

Taking one of these cuisines and the 
dishes associated with them from a 
street food concept to a high street 
location can be a difficult job, but if the 

demand is high and the quality is good 
then the customers will roll in.

One company that has achieved success 
in recent years has been Viet Eat. The 
brand was founded in July 2013 by a 
group of friends who shared a passion to 
create and bring the healthy and mouth-
watering street food of Vietnam. They 
wanted their food to be served fresh in a 
timely manner, to the centre of London.

After seeing a high demand of 
Vietnamese food in London, founder 
- Head Chef Andy Le has created a 
quick and convenience Vietnamese 
street food restaurant which has been 
a hit in Holborn area since day one of 
opening.  After two successful years 

at Viet Eat, the team decide to open a 
second restaurant with a completely new 
restaurant concept named Pho & Bun. 
Their menu is packed full of flavour and 
sales of traditional Pho Noodle Soup and 
Steamed Bun Burger (a first for London) 
are very strong.  

At Pho & Bun, The team use only organic 
free range meat for their food like 28 
day dry aged Aberdeen Angus Steak, 
Cornfed Chicken, and Plantation Pork 
in order to give customers food of high 
quality with a superior flavour. All of the 
seafood and vegetables are carefully 
sourced and freshly delivered everyday 
to maintain the freshness of their food. 
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One of the most popular dishes is Pho 
Noodle Soup which is made of with fresh 
rice noodle in carefully prepared and 
flavoursome clear broth, and is served 
with different types of fresh herb and 
choices of meat. The broth carries the 
pleasant richness of beef bones being 
simmered at least 24 hours together 
with a balanced combination of different 
spices. 

Their steamed bun burger is the first 
burger in London using steamed bun, 

which the chefs make freshly in house 
everyday. They also make our own 
different types of sauce like smokey 
mayonnaise, chilli mayo, wasabi mayo 
to go with different types of buns. 
Something that also differentiates it to 
traditional burger is the presence of 
herb and fresh fruit in our burger, which 
creates a more healthy and fresh side to 
it.  

We spoke to founder Andy Le about the 
business and gave him some quick fire 

questions and here’s what he had to say.

What is the ethos of the 
company?  

We aim to achieve and maintain the 
consistency in quality of food and 
service which will be delivered carefully 
to our customers in order to bring about 
satisfaction. We also aim to provide 
healthy delicious food with reasonable 
prices and in convenient locations for 
everyone. 

How many locations are 
there?  

2 locations, Holborn and Soho.

Where are they based?  

Viet Eat is in Holborn, and Pho & Bun on 
Shaftesbury Avenue in Soho.

When did you open the first 
site/flagship store? 

The first branch, Viet Eat Holborn, was 
opened in July 2013.  

Who designed the site/how 
long did it take to open? 

The restaurant was designed by one of a 
leading designers in Vietnam who has in-
depth understanding of both our culture 
and tradition, as well as an expansive 
knowledge of the functionality and 
efficiencies required in the F&B industry. 
Construction took 2 months before Pho 
& Bun opened its door to the public. All 
of our furniture, crockery and decorations 
are hand made in Vietnam and shipped 
to UK, with the stubborn intention to 
maintain the authentic feel of the design. 

Why did you decide to go 
with this style of shop fit? 

I wanted to bring the culture and tradition 
of Vietnam to the UK and create and 
ambience that would allow customers to 
feel like they are eating in Vietnam.  

How many staff work for the 
business?  

Around 15 staff at the moment. 

Business Profile
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How many can you 
accommodate?  

We could seat up to 80 people spilt into 
ground floor and basement. We have 2 
private seating areas which can seat up 
to 6 or 8 people. 

How would you describe your menu? 
Our menu is small, simple, reasonable 
and authentic Vietnamese food with a 
lot for flavour. We try to use the best 
ingredients with free range organic 
meat to give the best quality food to our 
customer. 

What sets you aside from 
other similar businesses in 
your area?  

Our authentic Vietnamese food with 
high quality produce, together with the 
first-in-London Steamed Bun Burger. We 
also focus on customer service equally 
as we focus on quality of the food to 
make every customer leave happily. 

What are your plans moving 
forward?  

We planned to open another concept of 
Vietnamese food take away in 2017 and 
continue to expand the presence of the 
current dining concept that we have at 
Viet Eat and Pho&Bun. 

What is your busiest time of 
the day?  

Between 6 - 9 pm.  

What is the most popular 
item on the menu? 

Pho noodle soup and steamed bun 
burger for the main courses, and 
summer roll and spring roll for the 
starters.

Pho & Bun is located on Shaftesbury 
Avenue, between London China 
Town and Soho, seating up to 80 
covers split between ground floor 
and basement and open everyday 
from 12:00 to 23:00.  
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To gain a better understanding of the 
market and to find out what the latest 
trends and innovations are, we spoke 
to some of the leading experts in the 
industry. We discussed the products that 
are currently available, the new flavours 
that are being developed and where the 
influence comes from. 

We spoke to: 
Al Thaker – McCormick (UK) Ltd 
John Glover – Real Sauces 
Graham Kille – Frima UK 
Edward Wilson – American Chip Spice 
Warren Dean – The Joint 
Brian Yip – Wing Yip
Leon Mills - Knorr
Ruth Christianson – Maize Blaze 
Emma Macdonald -The Bay Tree   
David Bryant – Major International 
Desiree Parker – The Foraging Fox

When it comes to the most popular 
sauces on the menu there was a real 
variety of flavours that were highlighted 
by the panel. Some suggested that the 
more traditional flavours were still hugely 
popular, others said that they made their 

own signature sauces and that they were 
often a twist on a classic. Some of those 
who work at the development end of 
the market were looking at new flavours 
and explained how they are working 
on introducing flavours from across the 
globe.

One brand who are convinced that there 
is still a very strong market for classic 
condiments are Rich Sauces, Discussing 
the work that his team are carrying out 
was John Glover, who told us: “You 
always have the classics, mayo, ketchup, 
mustard and sweet chilli, where the 
change comes from is in the demand for 
a more premium version of them. 

“As a result we are definitely seeing 
increased sales of our premium versions 
and that businesses are identifying 
sauces as a USP in the food to go 
market. A desire to increase the quality 
of ingredients is huge in the market right 
now. 

“There is also a trend towards healthy 
eating and we have had feedback to 

suggest that the health benefits of us 
only using British refined rapeseed oil is 
also swaying buying decisions along with 
the provenance of the ingredients we 
use. But ultimately taste is key.” 

McCormick are another company who 
are looking at the latest flavours but 
noted that the popularity of certain 
ingredients meant that they were still 
required as a base. Al Thaker explained 
to us that following tomato, chillies are 
the most frequent flavour components in 
new sauce product launches in the UK, 
and have been especially popular over 
the last two-year period. 

He said: “Today’s diners are really 
hooked on fiery flavours and chillies 
are key to meeting their adventurous 
global-inspired appetite. Nearly half of 
consumers add extra heat to their dishes, 
according to our research, and one in 
10 insist they can’t eat the dish without 
some heat.  

“McCormick Flavour Forecast has been 
tracking the growing interest in heat 
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since its inception in 2000, identifying 
upcoming spicy flavours including 
chipotle, peri-peri and harissa.” 

Warren Dean for the joint was another 
who was interested in experimenting with 
heat and said that in his businesses that 
hot sauces are popular. “You only have to 
see Heinz came out with an interpretation 
of the famous Huy Fong Sriracha sauce. 

“They’ve also released BBQ sauces 
and smokey flavoured marinades - you 
can always tell what’s popular when big 
brands come out with their versions.” 

Aside from heat and the smokey flavours 
that we associate with America the 
street food revolution in the UK has led 
to consumers trying a whole array of 
world foods. These businesses become 
popular for their signature dishes and 
if they are really successful then move 
from one site to two, three or more. This 
popularity is a great way for them to get 
a large following and open a permanent 
location. Another thing that street food 
does is to give consumers the choice 
they want. Street food markets often 
have eight of ten different stalls and they 
all invite you in with samples and tasters, 
it means that you can change your eating 
habits when you want.

This variety opens up the consumers’ 
eyes and ultimately means that the 
larger companies have to follow suit and 
develop products of their own for retail 
and the mass market. You only have to 
look at a large franchise like Subway 
to see how many sauces they offer for 
essentially one product – the sandwich.

With world foods being such a big trend 
suppliers such as Wing Yip understand 
the need to create sauces for retail and 
foodservice. Brian Yip explained that UK 
consumers are becoming increasingly 
adventurous with tastes and flavours, 
demanding more unusual dishes from 
more exotic cuisines. This is encouraging 
the growth in sales of flavoursome, 
authentic Oriental sauces. 

While Oriental favourites such as hoisin 
and sweet and sour continue to stand out 
as UK favourites, more exotic options, 
such as the Thai-inspired Mai Siam 
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sauces and pastes are also proving 
popular. The Mai Siam Thai Sriracha 
Chilli Sauce, available in a two-litre 
bottle, can add a kick to any dish, and 
is great for use as a dipping sauce or 
splashed into stir-fries. 

Speaking about the development stage 
of the sauces and seasoning industry 
were Edward Wilson from American 
Chip Spice and Brian Eastment, Major’s 
Executive Development Chef. 

Brian commented: “For us 
our new range of Pan-Asian 
Broths is going from strength 
to strength. Consumers 
are beginning to look more 
closely at the food they 
eat, and are asking more 
questions about the related 
impacts on public health, 
the environment, and the 
ability to feed a growing 
population.

“Combined with 
exciting developments 
in hospital and 
school food, Major 
felt it was time to 
work together with 
their customers 
to normalise the 
provision of fresh, 
healthy food all 
the way down the 
supply chain. Our 
Pan-Asian range is 
quick to use and 
is perfect when 
poured over fresh 
vegetables.  

“Jamaican 
flavours are going 
to be warming up 
our taste buds 
this year. The 
expansion of 
Caribbean food 
chains, such as 
Turtle Bay and 
Levi Roots’ Caribbean 
Smokehouse, shows there is clearly a 
consumer demand for these sunshine 
flavours. In line with this trend, the latest 
addition to our range of table sauces is 

Jerk Sauce. Jamaica promotes itself as 
the ‘home of all right’ – but their famous 
hot sauce is more than just ‘all right’! 

“Our interpretation combines the fruity 
sweetness of honey and apricot with the 
aromatic flavours of ginger, allspice, red 
chilli and garlic.   

“South American food has been 
exceptionally popular for the past couple 
of years with Peruvian and Ecuadorian 

dining hitting the mainstream. 
The Rio Olympics this 
summer will ensure this 
trend continues to develop. 
We are all set to enjoy a 
carnival of world flavours in 
2016!”    

Edward looked at the 
seasoning side of things 
and said: “Well obviously 
we do a range of products 
and although they are not 
new to the market we 
are constantly changing 
the items that we offer 
to make sure they are 
in line with customer 
expectations.

“The chip spice offers 
that added value 
and flavour to the 
product and gives a 
more premium feel to 
the chips in the mind 
of the customer. The 
flavour that it adds 
is really popular and 
we also do a range of 
spice and herb blends 
for sausages and 
burgers.

“We look closely at 
what people are selling 
and take this influence 
to the mass market 
production of our 
products.”

Continuing on the trends 
of heat and world flavours was Ruth 
Christianson, whose Columbian street 
food uses flavours from across the 
country. She said: “Yes heat is very 

popular and the best way to do this is 
through sauces and seasonings. 

“There are some great chilli sauces and 
mustard dressings floating about on the 
market. We use a simple chilli sauce 
at the moment made from crushed 
chillies,  seeds and all. 

With all of this in mind and by looking 
at what is popular at the moment you 
could be forgiven for thinking that these 
products will stick around forever. They 
will continue to sell of that there is no 
question but with cheap travel and 
people from other countries and cultures 
coming to the UK, there is always a 
new flavour or dish. This means that 
businesses have to stay ahead so we 
asked the panel what they thought the 
new and exciting flavours and trends for 
2016 will be.

Al Thaker was one of the first to 
comment saying that the team at 
McCormick were seeing more flavours 
such as Sriracha and Chipotle working 
their way into the mainstream.  

Their latest report, the Flavour Forecast 
2016, highlights underexplored South 
East Asian fare such as Malaysian and 
Filipino food would be popular and that 
there would continue to be an ‘evolution 
of our insatiable appetite for spicy foods.’ 

It shows the next wave of this trend is a 
combination of hot yet ‘tangy’ flavours. 
“Spicy finds a welcome contrast with 
tangy accents to elevate the eating 
experience. This trend is captured by 
Peruvian chillies like rocoto, ají amarillo 
and ají panca paired with lime,” he said.  

He also warned businesses to look 
out for Southeast Asian sambal sauce 
made with chillies, rice vinegar and 
garlic. Talking on the Asian trent Brian Yip 
added: “Thai food has become far more 
mainstream, with the exotic, sweet and 
savoury flavours encouraging consumers 
nationwide to step out of their comfort 
zone and try Thai dishes. With this in 
mind, 2016 is a year for operators to 
experiment by introducing Oriental food 
to their menus, above the traditional 
noodles and stir-fries. In fact, recent 
research conducted by Wing Yip in the 
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Oriental Food Trends Report has revealed 
that 56% of people in the UK have tried 
Thai food – demonstrating the willingness 
of UK consumers to try new cuisines.”

According to John Glover 2016 will be 
a really exciting year for the foodservice 
industry and said that there are a lot 
of exciting flavours becoming more 
common in the market in 2016. 

Talking to the team here at QuickBite he 
said: “I would expect to see Siracha on 
more menus this year as consumers are 
more familiar with this hot sauce. BBQ 
and wing type sauces will also continue 
to be more prevalent as the street food 
trend is still driving a lot of what will be 
happening in 2016. We are launching 
a couple of sauces in this segment in 
March to satisfy this growing demand.”

Something that we have noticed here at 
QuickBite is that there has been a rise in 
the number of people talking about and 
buying gluten free products. There are 
those who suffer from coeliac disease 
and those who simply follow a low or 
gluten free diet. The sauces in the market 
which cater for these diets are vital and 
there seems to be an upward trend in 
sales. One such team who are focusing 
on expanding their gluten free range are 
Knorr. We spoke to Leon Mills who said: 
“One trend the quick service industry 
should expect in 2016 is a ‘free from’ 
explosion – particularly gluten-free and 
gluten free sauces. According to research 
from KNORR, 72% of operators currently 
offer gluten-free menu items and 65% of 
operators say they want to offer more.
“Last year, sales of gluten-free products 
hit £184m. That’s set to rise 15% year-
on-year. The trend has been influenced 
by the increased awareness of coeliac 
disease. While many now opt for a 
gluten-free diet – it isn’t a lifestyle choice 
for sufferers of coeliac disease. In fact, 
Coeliac UK’s membership grows by 
another 1,200 people every single month.
“And when it comes to where they eat - 
80% of coeliac sufferers are the decision 
makers on where their group go. So if 
you aren’t set up for gluten-free dining, 
it’s not just coeliac sufferers’ business 
you’re missing out on.”

In truth it seems as though the movement 
in the industry is not coming just in the 

form of sauces and seasonings but in 
the places from which we all draw our 
influence. Speaking to our experts we 
found that they all have a very different 
take on where the next wave is coming 
from. Edward said that although it 
sounds like he is always promoting 
American food with his American Chip 
Spice brand the truth was that on a larger 
scale than street food the US lead the 
way. He told us: “All of the big foodie 
trends that come to the UK come from 
America, they lead the way and once 
they get to London they slowly filter out 
across the country. 

“There are so many people in the US 
and they are all different with different 
backgrounds and they all bring 
something different to the market. If we 
can go through our changes ahead of the 
market we can launch new flavours ready 
to hit the consumers.”

The variety of the market was shown by 
the angles that the different end users 
take. Ruth Christianson, who Columbian 
street food stall focuses on flavour,  
told us that last year she saw a lot of 
bourbon-based sauces but thisyear 
seems to be all about the aromatic spices 
and herbs.

“We have introduced a second flavour 
layer to our grilled chicken in Camden 
Market on top of our Colombian tomato-
based marinade. We now add an oregano 
and thyme olive oil when the chicken is 
almost cooked. Adding it late means the 
olive oil retains its health benefits and the 
aromas are amazing!” 

Warren was also keen to comment on 
2016 trends saying: “This year will be 
dictated by healthy eating and healthy 
alternatives. I just came back from South 
Africa and at the moment there is a huge 
movement. People are using lots of 
flavours from coconut, milk, flour, oil and 
dressings you name it. I think tropical 
Asian flavours will be influential and also 
smoke, citrus and chilli.  

David Bryant tends to agree with Warren 
that Eastern influences were big. “Korean 
is going to have a massive impact on 
trends this year. That coupled with 
healthy eating and push on reducing salt 
and sugar, something we at Major have 
been at the forefront of with our exciting 
product development.” 

Healthy eating as a trend and the things 
we add to our foods are often under 
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scrutiny. Desiree Parker related to this 
by saying: “The never-ending media 
coverage around food production and 
nutrition has undoubtedly affected some 
consumers’ eating habits. In foodservice, 
caterers are under pressure to remove 
artificial ingredients from their menus and 
offer foods that taste good and are good 
for you. 

“We specifically developed both our 
Beetroot Ketchup recipes as delicious, 
healthier alternatives to other sauces. 
Free from allergens, artificial colouring, 
flavourings and sweeteners, and packed 
with vitamins, minerals and antioxidants 
– consumers can definitely feel good 
about adding a splodge of our Beetroot 
Ketchup. 

“Many of the key trends that we’re seeing 
involve chilli in one form or another – from 
Gochujang to Sriracha, it demonstrates 
the truly global influence. The latest 
‘hot’ addition to The Foraging Fox family 
acknowledges this love of spice. We’ve 
combined chilli and horseradish, to 
deliver a pleasing, lip-tingling heat. It’s 
a more grown up accompaniment that 
offers fantastic versatility.” 
When we talk about influences in the 
market we mustn’t just concentrate on 
the locations of the food but the industry 
influences. This in a way is why we write 
these features and look across many 
different companies and demographics. 

Al Thaker again pointed to the flavour 
report and said that as well as South 
East Asian fare, tropical Asian food 
was influencing the product that they 
make or would be developing. “The 
vibrant cuisine and distinctive flavours 
of Malaysia and the Philippines sees 
adventurous palates seeking bold new 
tastes, such as Pinoy BBQ, a popular 
Filipino street food, flavoured with soy 
sauce, lemon, garlic, sugar, pepper and 
banana ketchup. 

“Another taste bud tantaliser is Rendang 
Curry, a Malaysian spice paste which 
delivers mild heat, made from chillies, 
lemongrass, garlic, ginger, tamarind, 
coriander and turmeric,” he said.

Street food is still a big influence on the 
food to go segment. John Glover said it 
was obvious that a lot of the media noise 
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comes from London but there are some 
influential independent traders regionally. 
John was quick to mention one such 
trader saying: “You only have to look at 
Kevin Pyke at Pyke ‘n’Pommes in Derry. 
He is doing something really great and is 
doing some really exciting combinations. 

“American BBQ is still very much 
influencing food to go and we have 
responded to this with the launch of our 
new South Carolina Style Mustard BBQ 
Sauce. We have gone from two BBQ 
style sauces to seven in 3 years. Ruth 
agreed with the street food trend and 
said that the influences of the traders 
that I rub shoulders with are truly global. 
It’s really inspiring to see the way people 
mix their own backgrounds with the 
London palate to create mouthwatering 
street food menus. My own background 
and inspiration is my childhood in my 
mother’s homeland, Colombia. 

Those do not get enough praise in the 
industry are the chef who in turn dream 
up the flavour combinations, Warren 
added that he thought the influence is 
definitely coming from innovative and 

creative chefs and cooks.
“They are looking for exciting flavours to 
elevate simple quality dishes. Which will 
inevitably make them stand out from the 
rest,” he said.

The consumers are now demanding 
more from their money and where 
possible using locally sourced produce 
according to James Circuit Development 
Chef of Major International. Travel is a 
guaranteed way for people to try different 
foods and Brian Yip said: “As revealed by 
the recent Oriental Food Trends Report, 
an increase in long-haul travel to Asian 
countries is encouraging UK consumers 
to experiment with new cuisines. Of 
those who have visited Thailand, 71% 
said that they are now more inclined to 
eat Thai-inspired dishes, as opposed 
to only 39% of those who have never 
visited the country. This was similar for 
other Asian countries, including Japan 
and Malaysia. This is helping to raise 
awareness of the more exotic sauces and 
seasonings, encouraging operators to 
experiment more with their menus.”
Adding value is one of the most 
important things for a business to do and 

there are various ways to do this.

Graham Kille, Managing Director of 
FRIMA UK, told us how we could add 
value by making our own sauces. He 
said: “Consumers are impressed when 
menus can boast of signature, in-house 
sauces and they can command premium 
prices, which is a bonus as considerable 
cost savings can be achieved when 
making sauces as opposed to buying 
them in. 

“However making these products in 
house can cause headaches because 
they tie up hobs and require constant 
monitoring, stirring to prevent burning, 
sticking, lumps forming or boiling over. 

“The FRIMA VarioCooking Center 
Multificiency, takes all the worry and 
hard work out of making perfect sauces. 
It is a modern, high-tech piece of 
cooking equipment that combines all the 
functions of a kettle, fryer, griddle, bratt 
pan and pressure cooker in one unit. It 
also replaces large pots and pans.  So 
when it’s not being used to make sauces 
it can make lots of other things such 
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as stews, omelettes, vegetables, chips, 
curries, rice dishes and pasta to name a 
few. It’s four times as fast, and uses 40 
per cent less energy, than conventional 
cooking appliances. 

“It’s the pure simplicity of cooking a 
sauce with it, is that it make the chef’s 
lives easier. The unit has a network-
like heating structure under the base 
of the pan, distributes heat evenly 
preventing scorching and hot spots. It 
also constantly monitors the sauce so it 
doesn’t boil over or stick to the bottom of 
the pan. 

“When the sauce is ready, cleaning of the 
pans is quick and easy. The integral hose 
ensures every part of the pan is cleaned, 
so it can be ready to cook something 
else in as little as two minutes. There’s 
no need to carry heavy pots and pans 
about the kitchen any more, the tilting 
mechanism drains away the wash water 
leaving the sparkling clean pans ready 
to start again, all of these help to save 
on time and cost and give you a product 
that your customers come back for.” 

The team at Major countered this by 
highlighting the fact that there are an 
array of products ready to buy. According 
to development chef, Brian Eastment: 
“Stocks and sauces on the market 
today are very aware of the nutritional 
values needed for a healthy balanced 
diet and many have a low salt contents, 
are gluten free and contain no artificial 
additives or preservatives. They are made 
using the finest ingredients, contain 
minimum levels of salt and are quite 
often endorsed by chef organisations 
nationwide.  For this reason and for the 
additional benefits it brings in taking the 
hassle and stress away, the majority of 
today’s busy kitchens do invest wisely in 
a good stock.  

“Always use good natural ingredients 
locally sourced wherever possible and 
if budget allows.  The end result will 
stand a better chance of delivering more 
flavour to your dishes.  It’s important to 
align menus with seasonal food offerings 
and production to ensure ingredients are 
available, not too pricey and less energy 
has been used in production. 

“Consumers are increasingly 

adventurous, hungry for exciting 
new flavour experiences and 
offering adventurous sauces enables 
differentiation in the very competitive 
marketplace, keeping customers happy 
and coming back for more.”

Adding value without compromising 
on quality is very important as Brian 
Yip highlighted. He told us that sauces 
and seasonings are an easy way to 
add inspiration to simple menu items, 
instantly providing great taste and 
flavour, without the need for hours spent 
in the kitchen to perfect dishes. The 
range of ready-made sauces from Wing 
Yip allows operators to create authentic 
tasting Oriental dishes in a cost-effective 
way, creating menus that respond to 
consumer demand without the need for 
investing in a high volume of unusual 
ingredients.  

Across all sectors, consumers are always 

looking for more premium products and 
dishes which are authentic and quality. 
When choosing sauces and seasonings 
for Oriental cuisine, it is authenticity 
and flavour that is most important for 
operators to recognise and promote, 
encouraging consumers to immerse 
themselves in a new culture with every 
dish.

Al Thaker and Edward Wilson motioned 
that seasonings were the best way 
to add value, saying seasonings can 
enable caterers to make additional 
profits by encouraging upselling. Al 
said that: “Using products such as Chip 
Seasoning from Schwartz, it enables 
operators to add an extra 25p plus on 
a portion of fries or wedges. Products 
such as this offer a golden opportunity 
to increase profits, this was also backed 
up by Edward whose own blend of chip 
spices allow for the operator to charge 
a higher price and make a better return 
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on their items. Edward said: “As far as 
I understand, Chips are still one of the 
most profitable items in the market and 
we are helping to make a popular choice 
with the customers more rewarding for 
business owners.”

Somebody who has had experience with 
this was Ruth who said: Seasonings can 
be added during the cooking process 
to add depth of flavour and create a 
signature taste that customers will 
recognise and come back for. Sauces 
can be made to offer to customers to 
serve themselves, which adds value to 
their own experience as they can adapt 
the flavour subtly to their own palate and 
therefore enjoy it more. 

Whilst Warren added: “These flavours 
and products make a dish unique to 
that one place therefore creating a 
unique experience in taste that will get 
people talking. I think any food based 
business that uses their own sauces or 
seasonings, understands food has pride 
in their product and in what they are 
doing. With anything that will reflect in 
their product which people will always 

appreciate and will happily pay for. 

“In a perfect world chefs can add value 
to their menu by making stocks and 
sauces from scratch but many caterers 
do not have the endless hours or 
skill necessary to create it. There are 
also many nutritional benefits of a 
homemade stock but health 
and safety may have 
something to say 
about it as 
it is often 
seen as a 
grey area.”  

As businesses 
expand so 
does their menu and 
John Glover argued that 
featured dishes and specials are 
the way to add value. For most food to 
go operators your menu works, but the 
old favourites will always be there so 
offering daily specials be it soy & mirin 
beef brisket will potentially entice new 
customers and even if they don’t buy it 
your customers can see you are being 
innovative.   

Discussing using sauces as a great way 
to add value, Emma McDonald from the 
Bay Tree said: “With the addition of a 
sauce or seasoning, caterers can easily 
incorporate new flavours and add a point 
of difference to their menus, helping 
them to keep on top of the latest food 
trends. This can provide that much-
needed edge over competition.”  

This is something that Desiree Parker 

agreed with, adding: “An innovative 
array of accompaniments 
adds interest – 
customers love 
to be able 
to 

customise 
their order and try 

something new.

“Acknowledging and promoting 
foods that satisfy special dietary 
requirements is a great way to instil 
customer loyalty – it shows that real 
thought and care has gone into the 
complete offering – from the main event 
to the bit on the side!”

All of these items lead to the idea that it 
is not only the customisation of the food 
that is important but the feeling that the 
consumers are getting value for money. 
In today’s market people seem to be 
spending more and are happy to pay 
for extras, so making sure that you offer 
the right product is key. This isn’t to say 
that there is a move away from premium 
products, in fact it is the opposite.

John Glover said that his team have 
seen a significant increase in sales of 
their award winning sauces like our real 
mayonnaise, ketchup and sweet chilli 
sauce.  He said: “These sauces are 
offered by most food to go operators but 
they are choosing to increase the quality 
as a point of difference. 
As an end user who is face to face 
with the customers every day Ruth 
thinks that people generally are better 
educated about the ethical, health and 
quality considerations surrounding 
food these days. She highlighted that 
this is a great step forward for the food 
industry and it’s encouraging that people 
want better quality products on the 
whole. Warren also championed the use 
of a more premium product suggesting 
that without a doubt food has grown so 
much in the last 10 years and with that 
so has expectations of the consumer.
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“Not only that, but people are cooking 
more at home and with good quality 
sauces, marinades and seasonings, 
knowing that it can transform a simple 
dish into something amazing.” 
Brian Eastment thought that consumers 
are basically looking for more but for less, 
money. He said: “Margins are increasingly 
being cut back, for this reason and for 
the additional benefits it brings in taking 
the hassle and stress away, the majority 
of today’s busy kitchens do invest wisely 
in a good stock and seasoning. 

“Consistency is king! It can literally be the 
difference between an average dish and 
one that will get diners. 

Emma agreed that consistency was key 
and that there are some great sauces 
available for businesses to buy, saying: 
“A variety of great tasting and visually 
appealing condiments is key. The Bay 
Tree offer branded bottles and jars as 
well as catering tubs to the trade in our 
best-selling flavours. These are reliable 
flavours which can be presented however 
you wish.” Whilst Desiree added: 
“Consumers seek products they can 
trust. Bombarded with frequent stories 
about sugar, fat, salt, additives, GMO 
etc., consumers increasingly favour high 
quality sauces created using natural 
ingredients.”

Overall it is clear that aside from the 
consumer benefits of having a variety 
of flavours and products to choose 
from there are many benefits form the 
businesses that sell food in the market 
place. Aside from adding value and 
offering a good chance for you to upsell, 
there is also an opportunity to expand 
your selection and your product range 
very easily. Many sauces are multi-
purpose and can give you options. The 
choice that the consumer has and the 
ease at which they can customise a 
product is a big pulling factor and can 
lead to more sales and returning visits.
The influences seem to start at a small 
level from people bringing back new 
concepts and items to taste from other 
countries. This often happens at a 
street food level, which is an easy entry 
point for people to try new dishes in 
an affordable manor. There are also 
arguments for making your own items 

and buying them in. It seems that in 
the current market smaller businesses 
are far more experimental and are 
willing to try out flavour combinations. 
If these flavours take off then the larger 
businesses put them into production and 
make them available on a large scale. 

Sauces and seasonings are a vital part of 

the market and offer something extra to 
the food trade. They offer quality, value 
and flavour for all and it is an exciting 
time to see so many influences in the 
industry. 2016 could be the year the 
food-to-go market in the UK goes truly 
global.
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THAI RED CURRY RECIPE 
Serves 2
This recipe is best served with  
Thai jasmine rice and a sprinkling 
of fresh coriander.

Ingredients
1 tin Mai Siam Coconut Milk
4 tsp Mai Siam Red Curry Paste
1 tbsp vegetable oil
2 large chicken breasts cut into bite 
size pieces, or 300g vegetables
1 piece Mai Siam Palm Sugar (to taste)
2 tsp Mai Siam Fish Sauce (to taste) – optional
60g fine beans (cut into 3cm lengths)
1 handful sweet basil
 
Method
Heat 1/4 tin of coconut milk in a wok and boil for approximately 3 minutes 
until the coconut milk takes on a sheen. Add the red curry paste and cook  
the mixture for an additional 3 minutes 

At this stage a little oil should separate from the mixture. This is the best 
time to add the chicken pieces or vegetables together with the remaining 
coconut milk 

Next add the palm sugar and fish sauce. When the chicken or vegetables 
are cooked, add the fine beans and cook further until the beans are  
al dente 

Lastly, scatter the sweet basil over the curry and turn off heat
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In the world of food and drink, the 
businesses that operate in the market, 
have a very different set of criteria in 
terms of what they need from their 
insurers. One of the things that they 
invest heavily in is cover for fire damage. 
They pay a premium for this as fires 
are far more likely to occur in a food 
business than in the home.
Fires within a food business can be 
devastating. They can result in closure, 
injury and even death and can affect 
both the reputation of a business and the 
ability to operate. It is for this reason that 

avoiding workplace fires and spotting 
the hazards are very important.

With all this in mind we decided that 
we would speak to some of the leading 
authorities on fire safety both for the 
industry and for foodservice operators.  
 
 On the panel this month we have:
Doug Agnew – Abbot Fire Group
Stephen Adams - BAFE
Keith Sillitoe - British Safety Council
Ian Bartle – Nobel Fire Systems

Avoiding Fire 

Hazards

One of the first things that you will 
do when you purchase a home or 
a business is take out an insurance 
policy. Whist nobody wants to waste 
money, there is always the hope that 
the insurance premiums paid are ‘dead 
money’ i.e. nobody wants to make a 
claim because nobody want to suffer 
loss.



Why is a full fire assessment essential for 
any business? 

Undertaking a full fire assessment is essential for any 
business and there are a number of legal commitments that 
operators must conform. In a bid to protect their business, 
reputation and the safety of staff and customers conforming 
to regulations is a must. Speaking to QuickBite our panel all 
agreed that fire safety issues must not be ignored.
Keith Sillitoe from the British Safety Council told us that 
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 is now a 
statutory requirement for all places of work. He also added 
that fire risk assessment is the recommended methodology 
for compliance. It offers the effective control of fire risks and 
can ensure the safety of all building occupants.

Highlighting the legal angle of implementing a fire 
assessment, Doug Agnew said: “Fire risk assessments 
are a legal obligation, this is required as part of fire safety 
legislation under the regulatory reform (fire safety) order.

“It’s a requirement for all premises which have five or more 
employees to have a fire risk assessment carried out. A risk 
assessment identifies if current fire precautions are adequate 
and highlights any areas which might be missing or are not 
covered by suitable fire precautions. 

“The key to this is finding a competent risk assessor, not just 
based on qualifications, experience is key.”

Keeping staff safe is just one of the priorities for a business 
and making sure you are covered for all individuals no matter 
how brief their visit is essential. Stephen Adams backed this 
point up saying: “A fire risk assessment is the vital first step 
in ensuring you have produced a quality fire safety policy for 
any non-domestic premises. 

“It is mandatory by law and ensures all eventualities for 
the use of the building have been looked at to protect the 
building, staff, visitors and its contents from fire. The key 
next step is to ensure that it is kept up to date!”
Nobel Fire who look after the installation and maintenance 
of fire suppression systems constantly promote the need for 
a better understanding of the damage that can occur if you 
ignore the assessment process. Ian Bartle spoke honestly 
about the importance of an assessment and safeguarding 
your business when he said: “In simple terms, fire kills and 
can put businesses out of business! 

“A good, professionally carried out Fire Risk Assessment is 
essential and will do far more than just identify potential fire 
hazards and resolve safe exit routes for people within the 
building. 

“Done correctly it will identify those things that could put 
your entire operation at risk, or even wipe out your business 
completely. In essence a Fire Risk Assessment will identify 
the fire hazards, identify the people at risk and evaluate, 
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reduce or remove the risks. Recording, 
reviewing and updating the assessment 
then helps ‘manage’ the risks going 
forward.”

What are the main dangers 
when it comes to fire safety? 

Many of the dangers surrounding fires 
and the causes of them are easy to spot, 
the hidden dangers are the real problem 
in the industry. Too often businesses 
ignore simple little things yet the impact 
they can have are enormous.

Keith Sillitoe highlighted the current top 
fire risks as: 
-Arson 
-Cooking Appliances left on and 
unattended 
-Overloading of electrical circuits 
-Poor control of hot cutting and welding 
equipment 
-Poor storage arrangements for 
combustibles i.e. shredded paper and 
wood dust in close proximity to ignition 
sources.   

Whist some of these things are 
unavoidable, it is not the actual fire that is 
the sole purpose of assessments. Should 
an accidental or deliberate (arson) fire 
ignite it is important that you have the 
correct systems and equipment in place 
to stop the spread and limit the damage. 
Stephen Adams supported this by 
saying: “The main dangers of fire in a 
non-domestic property is having an 
insufficient fire safety policy and poor 
systems in place. 

“In the event of fire if you do not have 
the correct precautions in place the end 
result could be fatal. You have a duty to 
protect customers, staff and premises 
and fire losses are often far greater 
than just the immediate damage, with 
consequential loss of business and 
reputation.”

In terms of the foodservice side of the 
market, Ian Bartle told us that first of all 
there has to be an acceptance that in any 
commercial kitchen the danger of fire is 
a real and ever present danger. Naked 
flames, gas lines, cooking fats, the build-
up of grease in ventilation ducts and of 
course the catering equipment itself such 
as fryers, griddles and ranges can all 

cause workplace fire.

He added: “A big danger is that food 
businesses ignore the question of fire 
safety on their premises leading to the 
disasters we hear about far too often.
“So my advice is to always speak to an 
industry expert, get them to carry out a 
complete fire safety evaluation and then 
act on the advice given. Don’t just leave 
things to chance, the biggest danger is 
complacency.”    

Of course all of the aforementioned 
components are the cause of workplace 
fires but there has to be a certain amount 
accountability by the staff and owners. 
Doug Agnew highlighted this saying: 
“The main dangers when it comes to fire 
safety tend to be human orientated, the 
natural instinct is to panic.

“Inadequate training both in basic fire 
awareness and evacuation training is the 
number one cause of panic. 

“The second cause is inadequate fire risk 
assessments which are carried out by 
incompetent/non-qualified individuals. 

“The third cause is inadequate fire 
protection equipment not being 
maintained by competent people, 
whether that is internally on monthly/
weekly inspections or by a non-
competent engineer.” 

What equipment should 
all food businesses install 
or purchase to reduce fire 
risks? 

In terms of the equipment needed to 
run your business and to offer the items 
on your menu, you often need to adapt. 
Therefore in terms of fire safety you need 
to do the same .Doug Agnew told us that 
the required fire protection equipment 
varies depending upon what type of food 
business you are, such as a restaurant 
where you cook everything in your 
kitchen or a patisserie where you may 

Avoiding Fire Hazards
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buy your food in. 
He also warned that a fire blanket and 
Co2 fire extinguisher are a minimum 
requirement for any food business. 

“Depending upon what your fire risk 
assessment suggests and what cooking 
equipment you have on the premises, 
as well as the type of building you 
are situated in, an ansul kitchen fire 
suppression unit may be required, he 
added.”

Keith Sillitoe also came up with a list of 
products that he thought were essential 
to running a business in the food 
sector. “You should have an Automatic 
Fire Detection (AFD) system for early 
notification i.e. heat and smoke detection 
as well as extinguishing media for use 
in kitchens i.e. foam, wet chemical, dry 
powder/smothering blanket.

“Making sure you have the correct 
ducting above cooking appliances & 

ovens - fire safety equipment such as 
Very Early Smoke Detection Apparatus 
(VESDA) plus automatic firefighting 
equipment such as internal drencher or 
a foam applicator are all key, as is the 
regular cleaning of the internal lining of all 
ducting, he said.”

Going back to the initial assessment, 
Stephen Adams highlighted that this will 
help identify the equipment needed when 
he told us: “A quality fire risk assessment 
will identify all potential fire hazards that 
will need to be actioned. 

“There is no ‘one solution fits all’ answer 
to this. Every building will need its own 
assessment to acknowledge all dangers 
and what can be implemented to 
eliminate or reduce these risks.

“Some may only require fire extinguishers 
or blankets alongside their fire detection 
and alarm system and some may require 
a fire suppression system depending on 

the scale of their kitchen etc.”

Ian Bartle agreed that the systems should 
be implemented after the assessment 
and suggested some of the most 
common for the food industry. He said: 
“As previously mentioned, any system 
installed should only be done after a 
comprehensive fire risk assessment has 
been completed. 

“There are a number of approved fire 
suppression systems on the market 
including Wet Chemical, Water Mist and 
Condensed Aerosol. Some providing 
more flexibility of install parameters and 
faster reaction to fire than others. 
“Choice of system should never be 
made on just one point of argument, it’s 
the fire suppression system as a whole 
that needs to be considered with the 
sum of parts including - fire suppression 
and post fire security capability, post 
discharge clean up, environmental 
impact, ease of installation and service, 
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reliability and longevity, cost and 
aesthetics.”

What documents, checks 
and courses should business 
owners keep up to date with 
to ensure fire safety? 

Recording all of the information that you 
can is not only a sign of good practice 
but is a legal requirement. Making sure 
that you are up to date with paperwork, 
training and that the equipment is 
regularly checked is of the upmost 
importance. 

Stephen Adams told us that as a 
business owner your fire risk assessment 
must be reviewed regularly and again 
if any changes are made to the use of 
the building. Any points that have been 
actioned from your initial assessment 
(e.g. procuring fire extinguishers/fire 
detection and alarm systems/emergency 
lighting) must be maintained frequently 
and tested regularly to ensure they are 
working correctly.

Another to agree with this point was 
Ian Bartle who suggested that every 
establishment has a requirement 
under the RRO to carry out a fire risk 
assessment. 

“This is a legal requirement with Fire 
Services now successfully prosecuting 
more and more managers and owners 
of businesses for failing to carry out that 
responsibility. 

“Also, insurance companies are more 
proactive than they have ever been at 
risk management and risk improvements. 
An effective assessment coupled to a 
service of the fire system ensures that the 
kitchen as a whole is risk assessed.”

In terms of supporting documents, Keith 
Sillitoe explained that all businesses 
should possess a Fire Log book which 
will contain records of weekly fire alarm 
and emergency lighting testing. It will 
also keep a fire evacuation drill record 
and notes on any staff training & fire 
warden/marshall allocation.

Businesses should also keep an 
emergency plan in the event of fire, 
planned maintenance records in relation 

to fire alarm, extinguisher and emergency 
lighting service records and a current 
fire risk assessment with evidence 
of remedial actions where these are 
identified. 

When it comes to training Keith also 
recommended that Fire Risk Assessment 
one-day courses are suitable for staff 
involved in supporting fire safety at work 
and the NEBOSH Fire Safety & Risk 
Management qualification is for staff 
designated as the responsible person for 
fire safety in a business.

Keeping your paper work safe is a huge 
priority, and something that Doug Agnew 
was keen to stress, he said: “Business 

owners should keep log of visits from 
the company which comes out and 
services their fire protection equipment, 
an example would be a log book which is 
used for fire alarms, you can note down 
when you test your fire alarm as well.  

“They should also keep a copy of the 
certificates their staff receive after 
completing fire safety training. 

“We recommend that businesses keep 
a copy of their fire risk assessment in 
a safe place so they can keep track of 
when they last had one done and when 
it’s time to carry out another fire risk 
assessment.”

Avoiding Fire Hazards
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Business profile
What training should businesses offer 
their staff to ensure fire prevention? 
After identifying risks the implementation 
of the fire procedures and the offer of 
staff training is vital.

According to Stephen all staff should 
be aware of the fire safety policy for 
the building they work in. In the event 
of fire, educated staff members can 
assess situations better and begin the 
evacuation process quicker for visitor 
and customer safety as well as their own.
Ian Bartle agreed and reinforced 
the message that fire safety is very 

much a requirement of the employer. 
Regular service and maintenance of 
the installation, covers certificates and 
ensures necessary approvals are met. 
Businesses can also assist in the process 
of fire prevention by placing a fixed 
installation. Doug Agnew was of a similar 
opinion and said that businesses should 
offer their staff a minimum of basic fire 
training. “This is the most common type 
of fire training taken out by businesses. 

“Basic fire training is there to educate 
staff on how to spot fire risks and how to 
avert unnecessary fires by helping widen 

staff’s understanding of safety and fire 
risks. “Training them so that they know 
what to do in case of a fire, and also how 
to prevent them is a must,” he said. 

In terms of training, Keith highlighted 
three main point that he thought were 
essential.

1) Highlighting in-house emergency 
evacuation procedures and offering fire 
warden marshall training for volunteers
2) Offering safe fire extinguisher usage for 
volunteers

3) Clearly explaining fire alarm actuation 
procedures and emergency evacuation 
for visitors.

“It is also important to engage in regular 
active workplace inspections to identify 
fire risks i.e. overloaded electrical 
sockets, poor storage of combustibles 
and inappropriate use of cooking 
equipment, blocked fire exit routes and 
poor security. 

All in all we feel that it is clear that there 
are many consideration to make when 
it comes to the safety of your business 
and the people who work in or visit it. 
Ensuring that to speak to a qualified 
professional about the dangers to a 
business in the foodservice industry is 
and must. Doing this will allow you to 
plan for the prevention of workplace 
fires and in the event of an accident, will 
prepare you to deal with them efficiently 
and most importantly safely

Having taken the points of our panel into 
consideration it is clear that keeping all 
you fire equipment correctly maintained 
is essential. It is also key to the safety 
of your business that all paperwork and 
training are kept up to date and that 
you grow with the business in terms of 
your  understanding of fire safety. If you 
maintain log books and do you research 
on the equipment that you will need you 
are halfway there. In terms of the other 
half, that requires you to highlight the 
dangers and isolate them. Removing 
human error or the likelihood of it is a 
top priority and if all else fails businesses 
must be in a position to calmly execute 
their extinguishing and evacuation 
procedures depending on the situation.

Avoiding Fire Hazards
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Food standards Agency

There is no downplaying the role that good hygiene has in a 
business, especially in a catering business. The risk of food 
poisoning, or even worse, resulting from staff not following 
good practises can bring a food business down on its knees – 
taking your reputation down with it.

That’s why it’s essential that you and your staff understand 
what good food hygiene is and know how to practise it 
correctly and effectively. Doing this right will help you be 
compliant with food law, reduces the risk of food poisoning 
among your customers, protecting your business reputation in 
the process. 

What is good food hygiene? 

Good food hygiene is all about controlling harmful bacteria, 
which can cause serious illness. The four main things to 
remember for good hygiene can be categorised into the 4 Cs:  
Cross-contamination, Cleaning, Chilling and Cooking. Getting 
these four right will help you prevent the most common food 
safety problems:

•Cross-contamination 
Cross-contamination is when bacteria are 
spread between food, surfaces or equipment. It 
is most likely to happen when raw food touches 
(or drips onto) ready-to-eat food, equipment 
or surfaces. Cross-contamination is one of the 

most common causes of food poisoning. 

•Cleaning 
Effective cleaning gets rid of bacteria on hands, 
equipment and surfaces. So it helps to stop 
harmful bacteria from spreading onto food. 
 

•Chilling 
Chilling food properly helps to stop harmful 
bacteria from growing. Some food needs to be 
kept chilled to keep it safe, for example food 
with a ‘use by’ date, cooked dishes and other 
ready-to-eat food such as prepared salads and 

desserts. It is very important not to leave these types of food 
standing around at room temperature.

•Cooking 
Thorough cooking kills harmful bacteria in 
food, so it is extremely important to make sure 
that food is cooked properly. When cooking or 
reheating food, always check that it is steaming 
hot all the way through. It is especially important 

to make sure that you thoroughly cook poultry, pork, rolled 
joints and products made from minced meat, such as burgers 
and sausages. This is because there could be bacteria in the 
middle of these types of products. 

Safer food better business packs can help
The Food Standards Agency (FSA) has developed an 
innovative and practical approach to food safety management, 
called Safer food better business (SFBB), to help you put in 
place food safety management procedures, based on the 
principles of Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) 
and at the same time help you comply with the regulations.

 If you run a small catering business, the SFBB caterers’ pack, 
which has just been updated with the latest information, is 
available free of charge for you to:
- print off and use as a hard copy OR
- download on your desktop and fill in electronically

You can then save the filled in copies to show your 
environmental health officers when they come to inspect 
your business. There are also SFBB versions for retailers and 
different cuisines. Visit food.gov.uk/sfbb to find out more. 

Carol Wittrick works in the Food Business 
Compliance team in the Hygiene Delivery 
Branch of the Local Delivery Division at FSA. 
She is involved in the development and roll-out 
of the Safer food better business packs which 
are recognised as one of the most useful tools 
for many food businesses. Her team provides advice and support to food 
businesses, new and existing, to help them manage food hygiene in their 
business. 

Good food hygiene is essential, especially if you are making or 
selling food to sell to the public. It’s vital that you and your staff 
understand how to get it right and that food is safe to eat.

Keep it clean!



2. Validate that the documents are genuine and satisfactory, 
for example by checking that photographs and dates of birth 
correspond to the individual’s appearance, ensuring expiry 
dates have not passed and making sure the documents do 
not look like they have been tampered with.  
 
3. Take a photocopy and keep it safe. Also record the date 
you made the check. You need to keep the record during their 
entire employment and for two years after. 

4. Remember to make follow up checks by repeating the 
above steps for those who do not have the permanent right to 
work in the UK. Usually this check needs to be done annually 
but again refer to Home Office guidance for details. 

What happens if i don’t do this? 
 
If proper evidence is not obtained, it could result in you being 
fined up to £20,000 for each employee who is not entitled to 
work in the UK. Even more seriously, if you knowingly employ 
someone who has no right to work, you can face up to two 
years imprisonment and an unlimited fine. 

do i have to do checks on everyone?
 
In short, yes. Checks for all employees should be undertaken, 
not just those that appear to be non-British (otherwise this 
could lead to race discrimination claims). Further, if you inherit 
employees due to a business transfer you should carry out 
your own checks of each of the employee’s right to work 
within 60 days of the transfer. 

Where can I find out more?
In the Home Office’s guidance called “An Employer’s Guide to 
Acceptable Rights to Work Documents”, which can be found 
at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/acceptable-
right-to-work-documents-an-employers-guide. The guidance 
gives very practical examples of what to do.  

Katee is a senior solicitor in Goodman 
Derrick’s employment team advising on 
all aspects of contentious and non-
contentious employment law, from 
recruitment to the end of employment 
relationship. She has acted for clients 
in the hospitality and leisure sector 
for many years. Katee has been 
recognised as an “Associate to Watch” 
by Chambers & Partners Guide to the Legal Profession and as a 
“Super Lawyer” by The Telegraph. Goodman Derrick is a leading 
commercial law firm in the City of London.
 
Katee Dias. Senior Solicitor  - Goodman Derrick LLP

legal

As an employer, it is your responsibility to check that each 
of your employees has the legal right to work in the United 
Kingdom prior to their employment commencing. In the 
hospitality sector, this obligation can feel very burdensome given 
the usually high turnover of staff. However, the repercussions for 
not undertaking the required checks are serious so make sure 
you carry them out. 

how do i check the right to work? 
 
You need to see, verify and retain copies of certain documents 
evidencing their right to work in the UK. 

What documentation should i ask for? 
 
Lists of acceptable documentation are set out in the Home 
Office’s guidance called “An Employer’s Guide to Acceptable 
Rights to Work Documents” (see below). Some of these 
documents provide ongoing evidence of the employee’s right to 
work but others have to be checked periodically. In many cases, 
it will probably be a passport showing that the person is a British 
citizen or a national of an EEA country or Switzerland.  

What is an eeA country?
“EEA” refers to the European Economic Area. This currently 
includes Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and United 
Kingdom. 

(Note that even though Croatia is an EEA country, additional 
requirements currently apply before such individual is legally 
entitled to work in the UK so make sure you carry out the 
additional checks.) 

When should i do this?
Before your employee starts their employment. You should 
make any offers of employment conditional upon the individual 
evidencing their right to work in the UK. 

so what should i actually do in practice? 
 
1. Ask the employee to provide you with original documents to 
evidence their eligibility to undertake the work you are offering 
to them. The documentation required will depend upon their 
situation so check Home Office guidance for  details. 

right to WorK  
in the uK
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Accountancy

Need more help?

This feature aims to 
give some informal 
hints and tips.  Our 
tax department 
and McPhersons 
Financial Solutions 
are offering 
businesses free advice so get in touch 
now to arrange your meeting.  
Simply email Peter Watters  
p.watters@mcphersons.co.uk   
or call our Head Office on 01424 730000 
for a free consultation at McPhersons’ 
London, Bexhill or Hastings offices.

Pension Drawdown – 10 factors to consider

The value of your investment and the income from it can go down as well as up and you 
may not get back the original amount invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator 
for future results. Levels, bases and reliefs from taxation are subject to change and their 
value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. Please contact us for further 
information or if you are in any doubt as to the suitability of an investment.

Ensure you accept the risks of drawdown. 
Drawdown is flexible but also has far higher 
risks than found in the secure income for life 
provided by an annuity. Which means you have 
to be sure you have sufficient secure income 
from other sources so you can cope if your 
drawdown pension and thus available income 
falls in value if your investments perform badly, 
during your retirement, or if you take too much 
out or you live longer than expected. Adopting 
a cautious approach to drawdown, and having 
a safety net in the form of some secure income, 
reduces the risk of you running out of money. 

Choose your provider with care. Fees and 
administration costs and online facilities vary 
significantly between drawdown providers. Be 
aware the upper age at which providers stop 
offering drawdown can vary, some could still 
have an upper age limit of 75. Check if the 
provider has the flexibility to let you access 
your account when you need it, online and 
offline, allowing you to get up to date valuations 
and deal when you want to take advantage of 
opportunities as they arise. Also check their 
charges as some providers will have set up fees 
or even make charges for every withdrawal.

Choose investments carefully, matching your 
exposure. With drawdown the pension remains 
invested and under your control. You will need 
to make careful decisions about where to invest 
to ensure your future income remains on track 
and intact. If your investments perform well 
your fund value should increase and so should 
your income. However, if your investments 
fall in value, your fund value income can fall, 
potentially leaving you short of income in the 
future. Holding cash offers some security, but 
cash carries its own risks as inflation is likely to 
erode its ‘real’ value if held too long.
Ensure your wishes are considered in the event 
of your death. Drawdown offers flexible death 
benefits: any remaining pension can usually 
be paid to whoever you choose when you die. 
If this happens before the age of 75 under 
current legislation there is no income tax to pay 
on the withdrawals made by your nominated 
beneficiaries. If you die after the age of 75 then 
withdrawals will be taxed at the beneficiaries’ 
rate of income tax. 

Make use of the tax-free cash element. 25% 
of your drawdown pension is tax-free cash. 
Any income you draw after this is taxable as 
income. Even if you don’t need the lump sum, 
you might consider using the tax-free cash to 
supplement income in a tax-efficient manner. 
You may consider keeping some of the tax-free 
cash aside as a cash reserve, to allow you to 
weather any storms in the market and save you 
having to sell your investments at a bad time. 
The advantage is having enough cash to cover 
your needs over a period while you wait for the 
market to recover.

If you can’t afford to take the risks don’t choose 
drawdown. Drawdown can offer great flexibility 
and the potential for increasing income and the 
chance to pass on much of your pension when 
you die, but you need to understand the risks. 
Your pension remains invested and your future 
income depends on the performance of the 
investments you choose. If they don’t perform 
your fund value and future income could fall, 
potentially leaving you short later in retirement. 
Consider what other secure income you have 
from sources such as work pensions, the State 
Pension, and any annuities, to see what valuable 
safety net these might add up to. Having 
this secure income to cover your essential 
living costs eases the worry if your drawdown 
income reduces. It is worth remembering that 
it is possible to split your pension using part 
to secure an annuity income and moving the 
remainder into drawdown to achieve a flexible 
income. 

Only draw what is sensible. The new rules 
mean you can technically take as much as you 
like from your drawdown pension. But if you 
go overboard and withdraw more income than 
your investments produce, you will deplete your 
capital fund, reducing the income available in 
future years. You could also face a large tax 
increase as taking large amounts out could push 
you into a higher tax bracket. Consider where 
it is invested carefully, as where you invest and 
how those investments perform will affect how 
much income you are able to take over the long 
term. 

Don’t pay too much in charges. Charges 
vary dramatically between providers. So it’s 

important to shop around and make sure you 
aren’t paying too much for your drawdown plan. 
Many plans will have administration and adviser 
charges, as well as set up and transfer in costs. 
Be proactive … Keep involved. Drawdown 
requires you take control of your retirement 
income, including where you invest your income. 
With drawdown it’s harder to recoup losses 
when you’re reliant on those same investments 
to provide income and no longer working or 
contributing. You may need to reduce or indeed 
stop taking your income for a period, this could 
be for many months as the stock market values 
recover. If this would be difficult for you, or if 
you cannot face the prospect of losing money, 
drawdown probably isn’t for you. 

Only pay for advice you need. Many drawdown 
providers automatically build the cost of advice 
into their drawdown plans. Drawdown is a 
complicated retirement option so for many 
financial advice is needed. However those 
investors who are willing and able to make their 
own decisions such plans result in them paying 
for advice they don’t necessarily need. If you are 
at all uncertain about the suitability of drawdown 
for your circumstances we strongly suggest 
you seek financial advice. Make sure you 
understand your options and check your chosen 
option is suitable for your circumstances; take 
appropriate advice or guidance if you’re unsure. 
This article is not personal advice but we can 
offer advice if you specifically request this. The 
government’s free Pension Wise service can 
also help.
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We take a look at some of the latest products available!

Company: Naughty but Rice 
Product: Food-to-go Rice Pudding 
Contact: www.naughtybutrice.co.uk

snAcKs
Company: Moral Fibre
Product: Choco Banananut Bites 
Contact: www.moralfibrefood.com

Inspired by their passion for sharing delicious, 
nutritious & guilt-free food, 
Moral Fibre’s plant-based snacks are packed 
with flavour & raw energy.
Their Banananut Bites are packed with 
Fairtrade bananas and organic dates, rich 
pecans and tasty coconut with a glossy dark 
chocolate coating. A best-seller and indulgent 
snack that packs a nutritional punch.
Gold Star Winner at 2014 Great Taste Award
Their lovingly handmade snacks are: 
• Suitable for vegans 
• Free from gluten and dairy 
• High in fibre 
• Freshly prepared with 6 - 9 month shelf life 
• Conveniently packed in on-the-go 70g pots 
with detailed nutritional information 
• Gently air-dried to naturally preserve flavour 
and nutrition 
• Freshly prepared with 6 - 9 month shelf 
life 
• Conveniently packed in on-the-go 70g pots 
with detailed nutritional information

miXer
R H Hall are pleased to announce that they will be working with 
Electrolux as Exclusive Wholesale Partner for their new E-Mix 5 Litre 
Mixer. The E-Mix (also known by its PNC code – 602037) has a 5.5 
litre capacity bowl which can handle the smallest of tasks- a minimum 
of 1-2 egg whites, up to a maximum of 1.5kg of bread dough. Power 
of 500W generates an electronic variable speed of 40-240rpm. As 
standard the unit is supplied with bowl, semi-spiral hook, paddle and 
whisk – all of which are stainless steel and dishwasher safe – plus, 
there is a Type Kattachment hub for additional accessories, such 
as mincers and pasta kits. Ergonomically designed throughout, the 
bowl also features 2 handles for ease of use. Safety is also of prime 
importance and a special patented bowl lift system links to the bowl 
guard when opening.
In stock now for Next Day Delivery throughout the UK, special launch 
offers are available.

Company: Electrolux/RH Hall  
Product: E-Mix 
Contact: www.rhhall.com

Company: TM Electronics 
Product: Thermometers 
Contact: www.tmethermometers.com

Beat bacteria with NEW colour coded 
probes 
Why splash out on multiple colour coded 
thermometers to beat food bacteria when 
you only need one? Save your money and 
let the dishwasher do the rest. 
TME’s NEW CA2005-PK temperature kit 
combines a single, high-accuracy HACCP 
compliant thermometer with a compatible 
range of colour coded dishwasher-safe 
needle probes - perfect for preventing 
cross contamination between food groups.  
More hygienic than a conventional colour 
coded pen thermometer, it’s also less 
expensive at just £15 a probe, £55 for a 
thermometer OR £117 for TME’s low cost 
thermometer-and-5-probe-bundle.
TME – When temperature matters 

What’s new?

EQUIPMENT

RICE

EGGS
Company: The Crackin Egg Co 
Product: Twin pack – Hardboiled eggs 
SauceContact: www.crackineggco.co.uk 

The Crackin’ Egg Co was launched in 2013 when, after years 
of enjoying the humble boiled egg founders, husband and wife 
Rob and Rachel Shaw had a Eureka moment to bring a brighter, 
more egg-citing future to the simple egg… and so the idea for 
Crackin’ Eggs was born– brightly coloured hard-boiled eggs 
cased in a 100% natural coating and served with a side of 
flavour. Sealing in all the goodness and keeping them fresh for a 
whole month.
Perfect as a snack when you’re on the go, or just feeling 
peckish the twin packs are the perfect choice and come in three 
flavours. Choose 
from Salt & Black 
Pepper, Sweet 
Chilli, or Sour 
Cream & Chives 
to give your eggs 
extra flavour.

‘Rice pudding rocks’ according to the team 
at Naughty but Rice. They reckoned that ‘ye 
olde rice pudding world’ was in need of a stir. 
The team took it upon ourselves to zhoosh 
things up with a glorious range of fabulous 
flavours. First they simmer their pudding rice 
in whole milk and cream until perfectly soft. 
Then they get busy with the salted caramel, 
the coconut and raspberry or the chocolate 
orange. 
They bring you all the heart and soul of 
traditional rice pudding with a cheeky little 
twist. Oops naughty.
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Introducing Franklin & Sons handcrafted 
premium tonics and mixers, a perfect 
accompaniment for the most revered crafted 
spirits.

The first products were introduced in 1886, sold 
from their small family confectioners shop at 171 
High Street, Rickmansworth, London.

Over 100 years later their success is celebrated 
in today’s range, which combine unique 
ingredients to deliver the exquisite taste of 
Franklins, without ever compromising the spirits 
with which they share the glass.

The Franklin brothers embarked on a mission 
to introduce Victorian 
Britain to new taste 
experiences using 
the finest natural 
ingredients from around 
the world. 

Each variant is made 
from the beautiful 
spring water sourced 
from Staffordshire, 
which complements the 
flavours of each drink 
and allows the subtlest 
of flavours to carry 
through

tonic
Company: Franklin & Sons 
Product: Tonics and Mixers 
Contact: www.franklinandsons.co.uk

see your  
product here!

Want to see your new product or 
piece of equipment in What’s New?

Then call 0333 003 0499

snAcK Company: Nom Product: Food-to-go snacks
Contact: www.nomfoods.co.uk

Nom was born out of a fruitless search for easily accessible 
foods which were tasty, but didn’t contain any refined sugars 
and nasties. 

They wanted to make free-from foods which were appealing to 
everyone, not just those with an allergy or intolerance. Eating 
healthily is easy if you’re at home and have access to ingredients 
and cooking facilities, but eating nutritious food on the go is a 
lot harder. The team knew that there was a gap in the market for 
products which combine health, taste, and convenience – so 
they started making nom bars in the kitchen at home. They soon 
became popular with family and friends and after only a few 
months, they launched into Planet Organic, Whole Foods and 
more.

Nom products are special because of their unique combinations 
of super food ingredients, creating tastes and textures which 
can be lacking from other free-from and health foods. They’re 
organic, vegan and made with premium quality, fair trade and 
ethical ingredients. Both the bars and popcorn were the first to 
market to contain coconut oil as a key ingredient.

The nom mission is simple; to provide you with tasty, convenient 
products, which are packed with nutrition and free-from all of the 
nasties. 

BreAd

With new and exciting products, as well as the 
all-time classics making a return but with a new 
spring season makeover, Cadbury has its most 
joyful selection ever this year, promising to make 
your Easter extra special.

The egg-cellent new range includes a delightful 
hollow Cadbury Dairy Milk Bunny in iconic purple 
as well as Cadbury Dairy Milk Oreo Minis that 
are sure to become a firm ‘favourite find’ during 
Easter egg hunts. Another addition and the 
perfect gift for the aspiring artists in the family is 
the new Cadbury Dairy Milk Decorate Egg. For 
the first time, chocolate lovers will now be able 
to get creative and personalise their chocolate 
treats, helping create special Easter moments 
with the family.  The Easter range will also see 
the return of some of the all-time Cadbury family 
favourites, such as Cadbury Mini Eggs and gooey 
delicious Cadbury Creme Eggs that will be back 
for a limited time. 

Since launching in 2011 Propercorn have taken great 
pride in their popcorn, making sure that every pack is 
both delicious and guilt-free. There shouldn’t have to be 
a compromise.
“Done Properly” extends far beyond their popcorn. It is 
their approach to everything they do. Whether they’re 
designing new packaging, curating their own events or 
collaborating with artists, the energetic team is always 
looking to create, in a way that they’re excited by and 
passionate about.
Hand-popped corn, mixed with a smooth blend of 
peanut and almond. This case of 6 Smooth Peanut & 
Almond packs of popcorn is made in the UK for on-the-
go snacking. Each pack is 25 grams, enough for a single 
serving.

Company: Propercorn 
Product: Smooth Peanut and Almond
Contact:  www.propercorn.com

Company: Cadbury’s 
Product: Easter Range 
Contact: www.cadbury.co.uk

PoPcorn

chocolAte
Company: Fazer 
Product: Arctic Thin Breads 
Contact: www.fazergroup.com

Worldwide Cuisine will start selling Fazer’s Arctic 
Thin Breads throughout the United Kingdom 
from January 2016. The Arctic Thin Breads 
come from Sweden. They are healthy and a soft 
eat – perfect for delicious sandwiches.   

Fazer’s bakery products will be available in the 
United Kingdom through Worldwide Cuisine. The 
Arctic Thin Bread represents the best of the Nordic nature, bringing something new to the table. In 
the Nordic countries, bread forms the foundation of a healthy, balanced diet and is Scandinavian 
food at its very best – natural, nutritious and delicious. The Nordic Thin Breads are baked in a 
clean and secure environment fully FSSC 22000 certified, where Fazer is in control of the whole 
production chain from mill to finished goods. 

Straight out of the oven in the bakeries in the north of Sweden, the breads are flash frozen and 
transported to Worldwide Cuisines’ stock holding facility fully certified to A grade BRC standards 
in the central UK.
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Waste managementProperty

Property Our property pages highlight 
businesses for sale, nationwide!

Blacks Business Brokers are thrilled to bring to market this well-established Bedford coffee bar. Coffee Square, 
now in its eleventh year, is an hugely popular, family run coffee shop which was, in 2014; officially Bedfordshire’s 
best, after readers of the Bedfordshire Times voted it Cafe of the Year. The business is situated in a prime location 
within the Interchange Retail Park surrounded by major retailers and benefiting from the heavy traffic of shoppers 
that it brings. The coffee bar enjoys a massive area of free parking and serves takeaway as well as space for up to 
40 alfresco covers at any time. Coffee Square occupies an external location on an ideal terrace between two large 
national retail stores and is made up of a main kiosk and coffee bar. 

The business is perfect for those looking for an alternative to a franchise and is perfect to either add multiple 
similar units or franchise the brand to others!

For these reasons, Blacks Business Brokers expect a very high level of demand for this business. Therefore early viewing is highly recommended to avoid missing out. 
BUSINESS: £120,000 blacksbrokers.com Tel: 0161 763 5000 www.blacksbrokers.com 

This quality and well regarded delicatessen and café in sought after trading position has recently come 
to the market and is now for sale through catering and licensed trade specialists, Stonesmith of Exeter. 

Having been owned and operated for the past 4 years by our clients, one working full-time and one part-
time with the assistance of 2 part-time staff, this unique and unopposed ground floor lockup premises 
trades as a thriving delicatessen and café in a prime trading position in the centre the popular East 
Devon coastal town of Exmouth. The business offers a range of high quality specialty products from 
local and regional producers providing items not available in supermarkets. Deli on The Strand boasts a 
5 Star Food Hygiene rating and offers tremendous potential for new operators to purchase a “turnkey” 
business. We are advised that the business is showing continued growth yet still offers tremendous 
potential for further development of many aspects of the business 

The premises are situated on The Strand, a large public square in the centre of the town and benefits 
from being adjacent to a pedestrian walkway linking the nearby Imperial Road Car Park, train station, and bus station with the town centre. The leasehold 
interest of Deli on the Strand is for sale off an asking price of £65,000.  
Full details can be downloaded from our website www.stonesmith.co.uk and viewing can be arranged by calling 01392 201262.

unopposed daytime deli Business in Popular east devon coastal town – must be viewed! 

Fantastic trading location, est 11 years t/o £196,000
excellent Branding, very Well Presented and surrounded by many 
major retailers. ePc - not required.

Recently refurbished Cafe/Coffee Shop situated in a delightful location in the heart of a major East 
Yorkshire town.  The business enjoys a high profile site in a corner position well visible from much of the 
centre.  The modern building is in keeping with the historic surroundings.  There is good parking close by 
and the cafe is convenient for offices and close to complimentary businesses.      

Very well laid out, well equipped and fitted to a very high standard due to recent refurbishment.    
The accommodation provides seating for 44 plus lounge section.  There is also an outside seating area 
in addition.  Weekly turnover is in the region of £2,000 with scope to increase this by extending opening 
hours.  The present owner is looking to take life easier due to health reasons, so this business would 
be ideal for a husband and wife team.  The business operates with a simple catering format without the 
requirement for a skilled chef.

A delightful business in a most desirable town.  Low rental.  Leasehold price offers around £69,950 plus 
stock at valuation.  Contact Clifford Lax with AWG Business Transfer 0113 2390330 or 01924 368200.  
www.clifford-lax.co.uk or www.awgbusinesstransfer.co.uk.

continentAl style coFFee shoP –  
mAJor yorKshire tourist centre
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estABlished coFFee shoP/PAtisserie
Lincolnshire Town 
Type: Established 25 years. Superbly appointed. 
28 Covers with external seating for 26. 

Price: Leasehold £25,000

Details: www.clifford-lax.co.uk

dAytime only licensed cAFé & Bistro 
East Devon

Type: Occupying a lucrative and prime High 
Street trading location  

Guide Price: £125,000.  
Details: www.stonesmith.co.uk 

14 Bedroom hotel + 3 Bedroom BungAloW 
Nesr Maldon, Essex 

Type: An attractive, detached 3 storey Grade 
II listed building dating back around 300 years 

Price: £1,350,000. 

Details: www.bradleyscountrywide.co.uk

Property

dAytime cAFé & licensed restAurAnt   
Dorset
Type: Occupying a prime trading position and 
being the only restaurant in the Charmouth,.  

Guide Price £87,000.
Details: www.stonesmith.co.uk 

under
30k

under
90k

under 
50k 1.3m+ 

locK-uP sAndWich BAr 
New Forest Village, Hants 

Type: Attractive double fronted shop. Well 
equipped  

Price: £11,500 p.a.x. Offers Invited + S.A.V. 

Details: www.andrewgreenwood.com

grAde ii listed coFFee shoP  
Winchester 

Type: Character Georgian bldg. circa 1833.  
Just off multiple High St 

Price: £89,000 + S.A.V 

Details: www.andrewgreenwood.com

under
130k

cAsh 
only
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Discover what exciting events and exhibitions are taking 
place over the coming months for the foodservice industry

dates for your diary

Diary Dates

in the 
next issue

cold drinks
We welcome you to take a look at the 2016 QuickBite Cold Drinks review. We 
sample dozens of soft drinks from large companies to smaller independent 
sellers and find out which ones you should be stocking.

cakes & traybakes  
The coffee market is booming at the moment and cafes and traybakes are a 
great accompaniment ad a great way to boost your sales. We speak to some of 
those at the head of the industry to find out more.

mobile & outside catering 
With the summer fast approaching we look at mobile and outside catering with 
the help of some of the industry’s most famous names.

location
olymPiA london

location
event city, mAnchester

British &  
international  
Franchise  
exhibition

the northern  
Business  
exhibition 

March 
2016

11th-12th

April 
2016

14th - 15th -

Discover how to run your own business 
with the support of an established brand at 
London’s largest franchise exhibition.

Join thousands of visitors who are looking 
to adopt one of the UK’s most successful 
business models by owning a franchise. 
With hundreds on offer, there is something 
to suit all tastes and budgets. Business 
sectors include food & drink, property, retail, 
care, finance and fitness.

Franchising experts such as Anytime 
Fitness, Cafe2U and McDonald’s will be 
on hand to give free advice at over 70 free 
seminars as well as one-to-one guidance 
from solicitors, banks, careers advisors, and 
the British Franchise Association (bfa). 

Everything has been approved by the British 
Franchise Association (bfa), which means 
that you can browse with confidence that 
they are an accredited model.

Work in the Start-up, SME and/or corporate 
sectors? Whether you are looking to get 
your new business idea up and running or 
you want to protect and grow your existing 
business, NBE has everything you need 
under one roof. The show is the north’s 
premier business exhibition, and is a magnet 
for ambitious business owners and decision 
makers, like yourself.

location
olymPiA london

cafe culture  
show 

10th - 11th

From coffee to cleaning, roasters to 
refrigeration and technology to training, 
the Caffè Culture Show presents a cross-
section of the best companies from across 
the industry supply chain.

At no other show can your company and 
products be placed in front of the targeted 
audience of potential buyers that the 

Caffè Culture Show delivers. Around 5,000 
visitors attend primarily to invest in products 
and services so don’t miss out on the 
opportunity to see so many prospective new 
customers under one roof.

May 
2016






